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Since the modeling of devices is important in the 
microelectronics industry today, the transport proper- 
ties of carriers in silicon inversion layers need to be 
studied in detail. 
This thesis provides a physical insight into the 
problem of channel mobility degradation due to normal 
electrical fields with a consideration of a semiclassi- 
cal narrowing of the conducting channel.  The classical 
Schrieffer approach to the problem is also discussed. 
A modeling equation has been derived for the linear 
region of a MOS (metal-oxide-semiconductor) transistor. 
Certain device parameters are defined, related to 
physical quantities, and ultimately extracted from 
drain conductance measurements in the linear region. 
A computer-aided data acquisition system is described 
in the thesis.  Measured and modeled curves are com- 
pared with a focus on SPICE model M0S3 and the influence 
of bulk bias.  Finally, limitations encountered when 
trying to model a typical multi-implant device are given. 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
A.  Motivation for Study 
The production of the MOS transistor which holds a 
prominent future in the VLSI industry requires the devel- 
opment of a good device model.  How else can performance 
of a device or circuit be accurately predicted? Table 
"look-ups" are inefficient, and trial and error methods 
are costly.  Especially now that the trend is toward 
smaller geometries, one can see the benefits of an em- 
phasis on device modeling.  For, if one does not truly 
understand the larger devices, how can one even attempt 
to understand the smaller geometries? 
The knowledge of the effect of normal fields on 
channel conductance (and mobility) is a very important 
aspect of MOS modeling behavior which must be accounted 
for in the modeling of any such device.  This paper 
gives physical insight to the channel mobility degrada- 
tion effect; develops a model; defines and extracts 
modeling parameters; and compares the data with the 
theory. 
B.  History 
Liandrat  first postulated his field effect theory 
in 1935, stating that the conductivity of a thin semi- 
conductor could be modulated under the influence of an 
externally applied electric field.  It became one of 
the most powerful tools in surface studies. 
g 
With Liandrat's and other early work,  an en- 
thusiastic study of surfaces was under way.  Although 
the possibility of interface traps in the bandgap of a 
22 
semiconductor was theoretically proven by Tamm  in 
1932, and conditions for their occupation given by 
15 Schockley  in 1939, it was not until 1947 when J. 
Bardeen pointed out the importance of their role in 
surface phenomena.  In general, he stated that there 
was reason to believe that the ratio of the number of 
surface states to surface atoms may be mugh higher 
than the ratio of the number of impurity levels to atoms 
in the interior of the semiconductor.  He adds that if 
the density of surface levels is sufficiently high, the 
semiconductor surface becomes the seat of a space charge 
layer counterbalanced by a space charge region consisting 
of holes, electrons, and impurity ions. 
Building upon this, Schockley and Pearsons in- 
duced a charge on the free surface of a semiconductor 
by making it one plate of a parallel plate capacitor. 
The induced charge density, the result of an applied 
field, is distributed partly into the surface states, 
which in turn is seen as a reduction in the conductivity 
of the thin-film.  This experiment was a demonstration 
of the existence of quantum states at the surface. 
It so happened that in the course of surface 
studies, transistor action was discovered by Bardeen 
2 3 
and Brittain '  in 1947, and this act shifted much in- 
terest towards bulk studies.  Ironically, however, prob- 
lems encountered in bipolar transistors and junction 
diode performance revived interest in the study of sur- 
faces in the early 1950's. 
True bipolar, transistor action was a bulk pheno- 
menon, but these properties alone could not account for 
observed anomalous behavior, such as a high floating 
potential.  Many of these effects were associated with 
the surface.  In 1953, Brown attributed these effects 
to conducting channels, while doing some theoretical 
modeling of surface band bending.  Specifically study- 
ing npn structures, comparison of emitter floating po- 
tentials with diffusion theory was evidence that a se- 
cond conduction path (n-type region at the surface of a 
p-type base) must exist.  He then measured the conduc- 
tance and the capacity of these channels and compared 
them to a simple model, and proposed possible mechanisms 
for the formation of a channel.  Kingston,  in 1953, 
found that surface conductivity varied inversely with 
applied bias, and proposed a theory to explain this 
effect by taking into account the reduction in mobility 
of channel electrons. 
Schrieffer's  classic paper in 1955 attributed the 
reduction in mobility to surface scattering induced by 
a potential well which holds carriers near the surface. 
Starting with Boltzmann's transport equation, he calcu- 
lates an effective mobility for the channel which dif- 
fers, sometimes greatly, from the bulk mobility value. 
19 In 1967, Stern and Howard,   disagreeing with 
Schrieffer's approach, attributed the mobility degrada- 
tion to a narrowing of the inversion layer itself by 
using a quantum mechanical approach. 
Yes, the intensive study of the MOS system in the 
past 25 years has made one point perfectly clear--there 
is much more work still to be done! 
II.  Channel Mobility Degradation 
A.  Overview 
Mobility is defined by the equation 
V = §- (2.1) 
where <V,> is the average drift velocity 
E is the electric field parallel to carrier 
flow 
which is derived in detail by Streetman  and Yang. 
The electron mobility can then be written as 
a       y        e        • 
where V,  = drift velocity along channel 
E  = now the electric field parallel to the 
carrier flow 
<x> = the mean time between collisions (mean 
free time) 
m*    =  the conductivity effective mass for 
e J 
electrons. 
Likewise, the hole mobility becomes 
Bh-*Tf <2'3> 
where m£ = the conductivity effective mass for 
holes. 
From Eq. (2.2), one notices a linear relationship 
6 
with the electric field.  However, as E increases a 
velocity limit is approached, since the electron can gain 
no more energy from the lattice.  The data is often 
12 fitted with the following semi-empirical equation, 
plotted in Figure 2.1, where the velocity and field are 
along the channel. 
Vdy " Tt<«y/Ecrlty^':1+VEcrlty5Bll/S 
where V. = a velocity limit 
E .. (a critical field) 
are determined from experimental data 
  and the exponent 3 
At the surface of a semiconductor, Schockley, 
has proven the existence of a wide region of forbidden 
energies.  The forbidden energies of the surface states 
are, in effect, traps.  A second type of trap arises 
from impurity ions which occur in greater quantities 
near the surface.  A third type arises from chemisorbed 
material on the semiconductor's surface.  The bottom 
line of this overabundance of scattering centers is that 
the collision time, <x>, is reduced, lowering the car- 
rier mobility. 
The above insight is applicable to the case of a 
surface conducting channel in a MOS transistor.  First, 
the channel is thin to begin with (<100 A).  Second, 
modulation of this channel by way of fields normal to the 
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Figure 2.1 Velocity Saturation for Electrons and Holes 
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impurities and constrain them to this region by a po- 
tential well.  A simple analogy would be a sandpaper- 
like surface where, once the carriers are confined to 
this region, the localized states cause them to be 
scattered more frequently. 
Defining the terms 
y = effective mobility 
y = channel mobility at low normal fields 
y = mobility due to surface scattering (in- 
fluenced by normal fields) 
y = mobility due to velocity saturation (in- 
fluenced by parallel fields) 
An equation for mobility is now written.  Since each of 
the above terms is proportional to a time constant, 
Mathiessen's rule gives the equation 
1111 
- = — + — + — (2.5) 
,   V      ^o  ^s  yc 
Inverting both sides gives 
y o 
o ""s' >r"o' '"C l +(vJva)+(vJvn) (2'6) 
And a semi-empirical model is written 
"  1+(E  /E     ..    ) + (E  /E     T~T (2<7) v
 x    cntx'   s  y    cnty' 
Eq. (2.7) is used to derive the curve in Figure 2.2. 
This equation includes a term for mobility degradation 
due to a velocity limitation caused by fields along the 
9 
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channel (E ) , and a term to show the lowering of mobility 
due to scattering induced by normal fields (E ). 
X 
Two methods attempt to explain and model this mo- 
bility degradation.  Classical approaches such as the 
17 
one pioneered by Schrieffer  focuses upon a change in 
19 carrier energy, while Stern and Howard  use Quantum 
Mechanics to explain channel width modulation. 
B.  Classical Approach 
Recently, classical approaches to mobility degra- 
dation such as those by Fu and Many  have been criti- 
18 
cized by authors such as Schwarz and Thornber. 
Schreiffer,  who also gave a classical approach to the 
problem, explained the phenomena of mobility degradation 
by the presence of a potential well which held the car- 
riers near the surface, hence more scattering occurred. 
This suggests looking for a change in <T>, the mean 
scattering time.  As defined 
<T> = l/v (2.8) 
where I  = mean free path 
v = average velocity 
The classical approach has been to attribute the change 
in <T> to a change in v.  Attempts are made to accomplish 
this by assuming a change in kinetic energy of the car- 
rier where 
11 
W = T-E = %mv2 (2.9) 
However, this type of approach is wrong,  the argument 
being that the rate of change of energy of a carrier is 
given by 
|^-qE.5 (2.10) 
Since the fields under consideration are normal to the 
surface conducting channel and to the velocity vector of 
the carriers 
|f = 0 (2.11) 
Therefore, there is no average energy change for channel 
electrons. 
i 
C.  Quantum Mechanical Approach 
In order to accurately model the mobility degrada- 
tion in a channel due to normal fields, one must account 
for the degraded <T> by considering the mean free path. 
This is accomplished by considering the narrowing of the 
channel itself (confining the carriers closer and closer 
to the surface).  ' 
In an NMOS device the n-type channel is formed on 
p-type material when the bands bend enough to cross the 
Fermi level.  Although there is a continuum for motion 
along the channel, the strong surface electric field 
quantizes the motion perpendicular to the surface.  That 
12 
is, the potential well has a width in the z direction 
smaller than the wavelengths of the carriers, thus the 
energy of the carriers is grouped in electric sub-bands 
as seen in Figure 2.3. 
Figures 2.4a and b show how this charge distribu- 
tion (channel thickness) varies with applied normal 
fields.  A large field causes the band bending to be 
"steeper," moving the centroids of the charge distri- 
butions, and, in effect, narrowing the channel and re- 
ducing the mean free path.  The key, then, lies in com- 
puting an average thickness for the channel. 
.If only the lowest sub band is occupied as is the 
case for extremely low temperatures, then the average^ 
thickness  is 
k 






ko = ( 48irem*C > o 
kl = X<VBS+*>% 
k2 =  11/32 
The effect of this thickness versus gate voltage is shown 
in Figure 2.5. 
Whereas the carrier energy in the classical ap- 
proaches is allowed to surpass a limiting thermal velo- 
city, the quantum approach allows for a change of only 
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Figure 2.4 Channel Narrowing Effect 
(a) low normal field 
(b) high normal field 
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III.  CMOS MODELING 
A.  Device Model 
1.  A CMOS Model 
A model of the MOSFET is developed in the linear 
region where Ij^V- (Figure 3.1).  The device used to 
construct the model is shown in Figure 3.2.  It is an 
n-channel device with the x direction normal to the 
surface and the y direction parallel to the channel. 
Table 3.1 contains a quick reference to the symbols 
used in the model. 
To begin, the following assumptions will be made: 
Strong inversion. 
Ideal gate - no flat band shift. 
Only consider drift current. 
Carrier mobility in inversion layer is 
constant. 
Doping in the channel is uniform. 
17 
III.  CMOS MODELING 
A.  Device Model 
1.  A CMOS Model 
A model of the MOSFET is developed in the linear 
region where IDc:VD (Figure 3.1).  The device used to 
construct the model is shown in Figure 3.2.  It is an 
n-channel device with the x direction normal to the 
surface and the y direction parallel to the channel. 
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used in the model. 
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Carrier mobility in inversion layer is 
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Figure 3.1 MOSFET Output Characteristics 
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Figure 3.2 n-channel MOSFET 
Table 3,1 
Definition 
Term in current equation (y C Z/L) 
Oxide capacitance per unit area 
Corrective term in drain current 
equation. 
Critical fields determining mobil- 
ity degradation effects. 
Normal and lateral (to channel) 
electric fields. 
Average normal channel field. 
Normal fields at the Si-SiCL and 
channel-depletion layer interface. 
Permittivity of free space. 
Surface potential defining strong 
inversion. 
Drain conductance at VDS=0 
Relative permittivity of Si. 
Relative permittivity of SiC^. 
Boltzmann's constant. 
L        cm        Channel length (edge of drain to 
edge of source). 
A        V2        Substrate characteristics parameter, 
2 
y,y ff   cm /V-S   Effective channel mobility. 
2 \i cm /V-S   Channel mobility at low VG„. 
2 ]i cm /V-S   Channel mobility due to surface 
scattering. 
2 
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Net acceptor and donor impurity 
densities. 
Intrinsic doping of silicon. 
Electron charge. 
Temperature. 
Coefficient of the effect of velo- " 
city saturation on mobility. 
Coefficient of the effect of surface 





Threshold-voltage at VBS=0. 
Direction normal to surface. 
Lateral direction, 
cm        Channel width. 
21 
Reverse leakage current is negligible. 
Gradual channel approximation 
The assumption of strong inversion is defined as 
*s^ = ^ln<n7> <3-^ 
where \b    -  surface potential. 
s r 
Following the approaches of White  '   and Sze,   the 






9   /2k  EnqN, o/0 o/o 
" I   c  AtCvDS+vBS+»B)3/2-(vBS-H,B)3/2]}- 
'.  O i 
The next step is to remove the constant carrier 
mobility assumption and obtain y in terms of Vra>  V-ac> 
and V(y). 
Recall the mobility equation 
V
 "  1 + v0/°s + U0/PC (3'3) 





 1 + E /E  T~  + E /E  r        (3.4) 
x' cntx   y' crxty 
Comparison of Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.4) shows that 
22 
Vi E 
1£ = -JL (3 5) 
u E      .„                                                                        {■*-->) Mc cnty 
y E 
yS       ^critx 
From Eq.   (3.5)   a parameter for the mobility degra- 
dation due  to velocity saturation,   9   ,   is  defined by 
f-^— =*c^f (3.7) Hc crxty J 
where L = channel length. 
Similarly, from Eq. (3.6) a parameter for the 
mobility degradation due to surface scattering, 6S, is 
defined by     :. t 
u   E 
— = ^  = kce ec(EQ+E.)/C (3.8) 
^S  Ecritx   S ° S  S x       ox 
where E^ = normal field at surface 
E. = normal field at inversion layer edge. 
Proceeding further requires a definition of the 
11 
normal field.    Figure 3.3 gives the band diagram and 
corresponding electric field diagram of a typical de- 
vice.  Picking an average normal channel field as 
En = %(ES + V (3'9) 
X. 









en - %(gs+g.) 
Figure 3.3  Normal Electric Fields 
(a) band diagram 
(b) charge diagram 




 VoEi = Co: <V+VBS+*> 
Eg - E. + Qc/Kseo 
The term of interest E /E  . ..„ then becomes n    critx. 
VEcritx " E~— ZCW  " 2lTT-<iC§- +2    QB critx "    "    " ''"critx ^S^o KSeo 
yo r„      „       TT   ,    /TT1„     ,,,%. 




/Ecritx= E  . „ 2K,X ^VGS"VT + **^S^  O.ll) 
critx b o 
Comparison with Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (3.9) gives 
E
x
/Ecritx = VVGS-VT+A/^7^ <3-12> 
Combining Eqs. (3.15) through (3.21) gives 
yo U = - .  (3.13) 
1+9S[VGS-VFB-*-V^)-f-(V(y)+VBS^)%]+ecL^ 
Now using the gradual channel approximation, 
dy/L =dV/Vn, assuming constant channel electric field 
in the longitudinal direction and averaging the surface 
scattering contribution in Eq. (3.13), 
25 
L ! 
1/L / [VGS-VFB-(j)-V (y)+(V (y)+VBS+<)))^] dy 
VDS 
s
  vt    /       tVGS-VFB-^(V(y)+VBs^)^]dV 
CJD       O 
V2 





This  gives  y  as 
yo 
v2 : 
1+0S/VDS(VGSVFB-^VDS-  "T + !A[VBS+VDS+*>3/2 
 o-pj  (3.15) 
-(VBS+(())J/Z]+8CL dV/dy 
Now substitute this in for the equation for drain 
current (3.1). 
_ M(Z/L)CQ (VGS-VFB-4.)VDS-vg/2 - ^(VB+VDS^)372 
D 







VBS + VDS + ^3/2 - <VBS + *>3/2 
V2 DS 




        *ri* 
Also it is common to define a threshold voltage as 
VT = VTQ + X   (VBS+(J))% - (<J>)% (3.18) 
VT0 = VFB + * + (*>% <3-19> 
so 
,% = X. VFB + «{. = VTQ - AC*)"6 = VT - UVgg+tf,)2      (3.20) 
Substitution now gives      ~ 
T gQ^VGS-VVDS- "-IT  (1+6)] -- 
l + es/vDS[(vGS-vT)vDS -^d+«)+2AVDS/i^F]+0c.Lg 
(3.21) 
where      6 = — 
2/v: £* 
^o = ^o<Z/L>Co 
2.  Parameter Extraction 
In the previously derived model, the equation for 
the drain current of a MOS device in the linear region 





1+8S[VGS~VT>~ -^(1-(S)+2^/vBS+(f>]+ecL dv/dy 
A (3.22) 
2/v—H 
with the mobility defined as 
y VD, l+es[(VGS-VT)- -^(l+6)+2X/VBS+(j)]+0cL dv/dy 
(3.23) 
Both equations can be simplified if the assumption of 





1D=   ^(VGS-VVD (3.25) 
u
     i+es(vGS-vT+2A/vBS+<j>) 
The low drain voltages allow the velocity saturation 
term to be neglected (0^). 
A conductance can be defined as 
2lL gdo   VD 
eo<VGS-V 




and it follows that 
Sdo ,_ __. 
'
v
  ~  Co(Z/L)(VGS-VT) <3'27> 
From these equations one can see that the parameters 
which need to be extracted are 3 , V™,  X, and 8q. ^»" 
It was previously given that 
VT = VTO+A[(^BS+(f>^ 2_<t>2] where VT0 is the threshold volt- 
age when VB=0.  Solving the conductance equation shows 
that VGS=VT0 when gd=0.  Hence, the interception of 
gd (VRS) with VGS gives V"T.  Derivation of Vm can be 
seen through the straight line approximations of Fig. 
(3.4).  It should also be noted that 30 is the slope of 
this curve. 
The body factor, X,   can be found from the threshold 
voltage definition V"T = VTQ+A [ (V"GC,+cj)) 2-<j) 2] .  Since 
Vm(VR) and VTQ were found as previously stated, X  is 
the slope of the line created by plotting the threshold 
GS voltages vs. [ (Vrc,+<{>) 
2
-<f> 2] (Figures 3.5) 
Rearranging the conductance equation yields 
^Sdo^GS-V = 1/Po + 9S/^(VGS-V2X/W:*) 
(3.25) 
vGS-vT 
where 1/3  is the y intercept of the  vs. 
(VGS-VT+2X/Vgg+4)) curve.  Thus, Bg, the mobility reduc- 






































Figure 3.4 Determination of Threshold Voltages 
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from the slope of the curve.  Since the slope = 9Q/3 ., 
o  O 
then Bn = M slope (Figure 3.6). 
O      0 
The above equations give a method of retrieving 
device parameters from conductance data.  Equation 
(3.27) gives a measured value of mobility, while Eq. 
(3.24) gives the model containing the extracted para- 
meters.  The results are shown in Figure (3.7). 
3.  Parameter Corrections 
Two adjustments yield more accurate results in the 
extraction program.  If an actual value of length rather 
than designed value is used, the result is closer to 
the optimum.  That is . . 
LACT = LDES " AL 
when   LAf,m = actual channel length 
L-p-pe = designed channel length 
AL = reduction due to process 
The actual devices are not as ideal as modeled. 
Figure (3.8a) shows the ideal device, while Figure 
(3.8b) represents the actual measured device.  Note the 
associated drain and source resistors and the associated 
effective terminal measurements as defined by the 
figures.  Substitution of these terminal voltage ad- 
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Figure 3.8 MOS Terminal Device Model 
(a) ideal 
(b) real world 
T       _ go^GS-VVDS ■""DS 1+6S tVGS-VT+2A/VBS+(J)] (3.29) 
gives 
T       =       go^G'S--RIDS-VT^VD-S--2RIDS> (3   3(J) 
DS
     i+es[VG,st-RiDS-vT+2x/vB,s,-RiDS+^ ] 
To a first order approximation at low drain voltages 
this equation reduces to 
z go^VG'S'-VVD'S'  
DS
   l+(9s+23oR)(VG,s,-VT+2X»^+?-43oRA/VBs+0 
(3.31) 
An effective surface scattering parameter is 
43 R /VRq+<|> i 
0' = 6 + 23 R 2 ^ (3.32) 
°   VGS-VT+2A^^RT 
where  91 = measured value 
&„  = ideal value 
Thus   
43 RA/VT"^ 
0 = 9' - 20 R + °- *b (3.33) 
The effect of the correction is seen in the plot of 
(VGS-VT)/gdQ vs. VGS-VT+2A/VBS+<f) which is used to 
extract 9g (Figure (3.9)). 
13 In the method presented by Peng and Afromowitz 
short and long channel devices are compared.  At low 
Vnq the currents through the devices are given by 
36 
2E+05r- BETR   &   THETR 
Vg-Vt+2xLRMCVb+2xPSIb)^.5 

































































^Sl = ^SlCofWl/<Ll-AL>^VGS-VTl--5VDS)Visl    <3-34> 
XDS2 = ^S2CotW2^L2-AL)^VGS-VT2--5VDS)Vis2   <3-35> 
where  L = channel length reduction due to mask- 
making and process-bias 
Rrp = R„ + Rp. = 2R 
Assuming mobility and threshold voltage variation 
can be neglected, that is, 
MS1 = ys2 (3.36) 
VGS-VT1"-5VDS = VGS-VT2--5VDS <3-37> 
And  if   dosiRr/Vos)   and   (IDS2RT/'VDS^<1'   the  above 
equation  simplifies   to . 
IDS1/IDS2   -    [a2-AL)/(L1-AL)][l-(IDS1-IDs2)RT/VDS] 
(3.38) 
As shown in Figure (3.10), a plot of ITJCI/IQCO vs • 
Inn-i-I^qo snows a linear relationship in the high 
current range.  The intercept and slope can be used to 
calculate AL and R_, from 
AL = [L1(IDS1/IDS2)0-L2]/[(IDS1/IDS2)0-1] (3.39) 
RT = - A VDS/(IDS1/IDS2)o (3.40) 
where A is the slope of the Inqi/Irjco vs • 
IDS1~IDS2 Curve' 
^DSl^D*^ ^s   t*ie y_intercePt °f tne curve, 
38 
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B.  Connection to Physical Quantities 
It would be desirable if a C-V (capacitance- 
voltage characteristics) measurement could be taken 
for a device and the modeling parameters derived from 
this one measurement. 
Assuming a measurement of this type has been made 
with the results as shown in Figure '3.11,  one can 
extract the oxide capacitance (C ), flat band voltage 
27 (VFB), and substrate doping (NSB).    The parameters 
^,   3 , <f>, and VT can then be found via the following 
equations: 
x
 - cr /NSB 2esi q <3-41> 
o 
3Q - yQ Co Z/L (3.42) 
<j>  =  2kT/q   log   (NSB/Ni) (3.43) 
vT = vT0 + x(/U|+vBS - /f?TT (3.44) 
where VTQ = VpB + cf> + A<j>% 
The surface scattering parameter, 8 , is given 
by the channel mobility modeling equation which at low 
fields reduces to 
yo 
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where E  is the effective normal field 
n 
E  .   is a determined critical field. 
It follows from Eq. (3.11) and Eq. (3.12) that 
8S = 2kcX°E—~ <3-46> S o crxtn 
E  .   must now be determined.  From Schrieffer's 
result for large normal fields 
^=^ (3.47) 
yo  SX 
where a = „^   ^v M
   n 
The large normal field condition and Eq. (3.45) 
gives 
±L_ =     } cntn (3   AQ) 
Equating Eq. (3.47) and Eq. (3.48) gives 
E  _  = -1 ^kT (3.49) 
critn  y  m"7r 
E  .^  can also be determined from the semi- 
critn 
quantum mechanical model.  The modeling equation (3.59) 
was developed earlier, 
t " 1+<M0/Ma) = l+(VEcritn> (3-50> 
gives for high fields 
42 
critn /0 C,N yS " yo —E (3'51> 
n 
A surface mobility is defined as 
Uc = 
e<Ts> 
S   m* 
N.^ = interface state density (cm ) assumed to 
be uniformly distributed over the inversion layer of 
thickness "b." 
cr„ = capture cross section 
v., = thermal velocity 
Comparison shows that 
„    =     ,   qb = M° crit n 53>) 
^S  m*aQv.,N.t.     E„ ^.OJ; S th it      n 
b = channel thickness 
Quantum mechanical considerations require that the 
variation in potential across the inversion layer be on 
the order of kT/q.  Hence, one can define a thickness 
b = ISl E _1 (3. 541 q  n 
Substituting into (3.71) and solving for E  .   gives 
g     _ k_£ /o c^s 
critn  m^oasvthN.t 
43 
Table 3.2 contains calculated values of „, using both 
theories for p and n channel transistors. 
43a 
Table 3.2  Calculated Values of s 
C = 3xl0"8 F/cm2 o 
MQ (electrons) = 500 cm2/V-S 
\iQ   (holes) = 300 cm2/V-S 
- m-15  2 On  = 10  cm 
Nit = 1014cm"2 
m = 9.11 x 10"24 o 
m" = .26 m • 
n       o 
m, = .386 m 
n        o 
8c, values 
Method n-Channel p-Channel 
Kinetic Energy 0.343 V"1 0.251 V-1 
Semi-classical -, n 
Inversion Layer 0.041 V 0.037 V" 
44 
IV.  MEASUREMENTS 
A.  Technique 
Any parameter extraction program dedicated to the 
modeling of typical devices requires a reliable data 
base.  As outlined in Chapter III, one technique for 
acquiring these parameters in the case of long channel 
structures is based on output conductance measurements 
taken in the linear region of the device (i.e. VT)C,<<VpC, 
- VT).  Under this biasing condition the output con- 
ductance becomes 
Sdso   8VDS 
I 
VDS+°   V°S 
D (4.1) 
giving one the option of obtaining g,   or I_. vs. »„„ V, 
- - - -QSO      u 
data. 
Medium and short channel devices, or taking mea- 
surements in the saturated region of the device requires 
more parameters.  Also the output conductance becomes 
9ID     _ AID 
§jcn = W~     ~ TiT (4.2) >dso   3VDS v     „vDS AVT 
'DS 
where this equation is the general form of (4.1). 
Although In and Vnc, could be sampled to derive 
g,  as in Eq. (4.1), it turns out that a better method 
is given by Eq. (4.2).  Here the data is acquired by 
sampling the change in drain current, AI^, for a given 
45 
change in drain voltage, AV^o•  This approach has sev- 
eral advantages.  First, the method given by Eq. (4.2) 
does not restrict the measurements to a particular 
region since it does not depend '.upon the equation de- 
rived for I_. 
Second, when high values of In are measured, the 
value of the least significant bit of the A/D converter 
is pulled up accordingly.  In the technique described 
in Appendix B, however, the changes in 1^ and Vnq, much 
smaller values, are amplified and then converted to 
digital output.  This allows much higher resolution 
since the least significant bit is no longer pulled to 
a higher value.  This effect is probably best observed 
in Figures (4.1a) and (4.1b), where it is noted that 
conductance measurements derived from the current- 
voltage characteristics are of the same order of magni- 
tude as the preferred method, but comparison is 
poor when considering accuracy at the order of magni- 
tude. 
Another approach utilizes a lock-in amplifier. 
The expensive lock-in technique, although having the 
advantage of extremely low noise, is ignored in this 
paper for the aforementioned method which stresses 
simplicity in instrumentation. 
The devices measured were from an array of CMOS 
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Fairchild Laboratory.  Both process and test structures 
are described in Appendix A. 
The technique described here has been used to take 
the data in Figures (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4), which is 
from a n-channel, 50 ym x 12 ym (gate length x gate 
width) device.  Other data appears in Appendix E. 
B.  Analysis 
The extraction program documented in Appendices C 
and D supplied data for the extraction method of Chapter 
III.  A thorough understanding of the technique can be 
obtained from Appendices E and F.  A representation of 
data from a sampling of devices appears in Table 4.1. 
i. 
One test of the accuracy of the parameters is 
the fit of measured and modeled curves.  Figures (4.5) 
through (4.10) show just such curves, where the simu- 
lated data is obtained from incorporating the parameters 
into a Frohmann-Benchkowsky model.  The F-B model is 
9 23 identical to SPICE '   series models in the linear re- 
gion and was used because of its accuracy in the satu- 
rated region of operation. 
Comparison of the mobility model presented in this 
paper with those of the SPICE program series does point 
out an inadequacy in the SPICE approach of mobility 
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Table  4.1.     Extracted Parametere 
Lengch(wm)    Widch(ym)    C    (F/cm2)     Nd(l/cm3)     A(V*)     B0(pA/V2)     6S(1/V)     *(V)    VFfl(V)     VTQ(V)     Pb(cm2/V-S)    R^f?)    AL(wa) 
PHOS • 
100 50 3xl0"8 1.3xl015 0.685 3.386 0.039 0.590 2.737 3.852 488 0.452 0.52 
50 50 3xl0"8 1.3xl016 0.680 6.779 0.043 0.590 2.749 3.860 488 0.452 0.52 
26 50 3xl0"8 1.2xl015 0.667 14.177 0.070 0.590 2.780 3.878 488 0.452 0.52 
NHOS 
100 50 3xl0"8 4.4xl016 3.954 8.589 0.011 .771 2.423 1.819 1067 0.412 7.22 
50  ; 50 3xl0-8 4.5xl016 4.008 18.603 0.013 .772 2.385 . 1.910 1061 0.412 7.22 
26 50 3xl0"8 4.4xl016 3.986 42.201 0.015 .772 2.405 1.869 1063 0.412 7.22 
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beneficial to discuss the MOS models M0S2 and M0S3.  The 
two models are defined in Plate (4.1) and Plate (4.2). 
The M0S3 is of the same form as the model pre- 
sented in this paper (White model), which is given by 
V- ; ~ 1 X+E-^I      (4.3) 
l+6s(VGS-VT+2A/VSB+cJ))      r/ critn 
M0S2, however, also supports this form.  This is easily 
seen at high field conditions.  Recall at high fields 
Vi E 
, _      °        / crxtnN ri   i \ v
       1+E /E  .„  * %(—1 > (4'4) 
n critn        n 
whereas 
_   • critnNv ,,   cS %os2 = yo(~E7-) exP (4-5) 
A major flaw is detected when comparing measured 
channel mobility to the M0S3 and White models.  As ob- 
served in Figure (4.11a) and (4.11b), there is no provi- 
sion for a bulk bias applied to the device.  In fact, 
as
 lVBS(reverse bias)! is increased the mobility ac- 
tually increases, contrary to measured results.  It so 
happens that without a VRC, term in the equation as V„s 
increases the threshold voltage, V™, also increases. 
The term QoCVpg-VJ decreases and mobility increases. 
A similar effect is observed in the M0S2 model; however, 
the different parameter set involved does not allow easy 




u = u 
Ecritn x £Si    1  exP 
iCo .^VGS-VT-UTRAXVDS> 
where    u = surface mobility at low Vno 
E  .   = critical field limit where y starts 
decreasing according to the above 
equation 
U   = exponent that characterizes degradation 
UTRA = normal field component 












where  6S = mobility degradation parameter 
y = surface mobility at low VGS 
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Figure 4.11  Channel Mobility Comparison 
(a) measured vs. White model 
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Finally, the %  deviation between measured and the 
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V.  CONCLUSIONS 
A.  Results 
Automated data acquisition is a necessity, in- 
valuable to the area of device study.  The time saving 
tool presented in this paper is easily implemented, 
affordable compared to a lock-in technique, and reliable 
With a minimum of investment, a device parameter ex- 
traction station can be realized. 
The parameters extracted with the "differencing" 
technique described in this paper were considered 
optimized due to their reproducibility and the close 
fit between the measured and simulated curves. 
From measurements taken on the CMOS metal-gate 
transistor array, it has been shown that the carrier 
mobility in the channel of such a device degrades with 
increasing gate field and with increasing the reverse 
bulk-source field.  Predicted by the model presented 
in Chapter 3, SPICE 2.G neglects the important bulk 
bias term. 
Upon reviewing the various theories associated 
with channel mobility degradation, it can be stated 
that this degradation is due to a physical widening or 
narrowing of the channel. 
Since previous classical approaches employing 
changes in carrier energy and velocity are essentially 
65 
incorrect, and quantum mechanical approaches require 
too many assumptions and conditions to attain solutions, 
a hybrid attempt was made in order to determine the sur- 
face scattering parameter, 0 .  Evaluation of this 
formula, however, hinges on a more exact calculation of 
a, the capture cross section, and N..., the surface state 
density.  Nonetheless, the sample calculations do show 
9  to be about the same order of magnitude. 
B.  Extraction Limitations 
The extraction method previously explained does 
have its limitations. . Probably the most obvious is that 
the model used was developed for long channel devices. 
Recall that the basis for some of the integrations used 
in developing the model were performed with the aid of 
the gradual channel approximation.  Therefore, the model 
does not allow for short channel effects.  Nor does it 
provide for direct extraction of the velocity saturation 
scattering component. 
Secondly, the method of extraction uses straight 
line approximations of the curves.  This in itself pre- 
sents some margin of error.  Some type of nonlinear 
least squares fit would be most advantageous in this 
application. 
Thirdly, the model was developed for a uniformly 
doped device.  Recall the plot of V„ vs. /VgS+<{> - /$, 
66 
used in extracting the parameter A.  Today, many de- 
vices use double and even triple implants in order to 
control punch-through and threshold voltages.  Figure 
5.1 shows the device cross section for a double implant 
condition, while figure 5.2 presents the bulk concen- 
trations and its approximation.  From its definition, 
A can be seen to be proportional to */N^.  It is easily 
seen, then, that the concentration approximation would 
result in the broken line appearing in figure 5.3.  This 
error can be handled by the program through a two-piece 
approximation of the A curve.  However, it has been 
found that many times the lower implant is deep enough 
that no break can be discerned; from the plotted data 
and no piecewise approximation is necessary. 
C.  Recommendations 
First of all, more device measurements are needed 
to better characterize the parameter extraction tech- 
nique.  The measurements should include devices with 
various junction depths, oxide thicknesses, orientations, 
and temperatures.  Also, some multi-implanted devices 
should be measured.  Testing all these devices, however, 
requires that the system's limitations presented in 
this chapter be met.  The theory presented in this 
paper should also be expanded to evalute the buried 
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Secondly, the quantum approach to channel mobility 
degradation should be carried out for a typical sur- 
roundings unlike Stern and Howard's low temperature ap- 
proximation.  On this subject, the results of this 
paper seem to steer research into determining values of 
a , the capture cross section, and N. , the surface s Xu 
state density, in order to thoroughly evaluate the equa- 
tion derived for the surface scattering parameter.  This 
could, in effect, lead to a complete characterization 
of a long channel transistor from a C-V measurement. 
Thirdly, I feel the measurement and extraction 
programs presented here provide a good base for a com- 
plete CMOS transistor characterization package which 
would also encompass short channel, saturation, and 
transient device parameters. 
Finally, I believe the technique used here should 
be modified for use with a lock-in amplifier.  This 




TEST DEVICES AND PROCESS 
The test structures were designed with the aid of an 
Applicon graphics system.  The design rules used for the 
project are shown in Table A. 1, and the resulting archi- 
tecture in Figure A. 1.  The devices were fabricated 
using the CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-silicon) metal 
gate process.  The fabrication steps involved are out- 
lined in Table A.2.. 
Figure A.2 shows the layout of the main transistor 
array, which is comprised of 20 n-channel and 20 p- 
channel devices.  The gate lengths were varied to include 
4, 6, 12, 26, and 50 micrometers.   Likewise, the gate 
widths used include 6, 12, 26, and 50 micrometers.  The 
transistors are so arranged that for a given column the 
gate, source, and drain each have a common bonding pad, 
so that a particular device can be selected by probing 
a certain drain.  A photomicrograph is shown in Fig. A.3. 
Also included, as shown in Figure A. 4, is a small 
array of extremely long channel devices.  The gate 
lengths and widths of these structures are 100 and 50 
micrometers, respectively.  Other devices included in 
the test chip are an NMOS and a PMOS differential pair, 
and a SWD (single well device) which consists of both 
an n-channel and a p-channel transistor in the same 
well. 
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Table A.l Design Rules 








(minimum dimensions) 2A x 3A 
(contact window) 2X 
(minimum channel length) 3A 
(overlap) 1A 
(line width 3A 
(line spacing) 3A 
(line width) 2A 
(line spacing) 3A 
(increase due to process) 2A 
(line width) 2A 
(line spacing) 3A 
(overlap of P-) 1A inside; 
3A outside 
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Table A.2  CMOS Process 
I.  Intrinsic. Getter 
A. clean and HP etch 
B. 5K oxide (wet, 1100 C, 40 min) 
C. anneal (N2, 700 C, 16 hrs) 
II.  P-well (x. = 10 m) 
A. photo 1 (etch oxide) 
B. clean 
C. diffusion (B, 900 C, 15 min) 
D. etch glass 
E. 5K oxide (wet, 1100 C, 40 min) 
F. drive in (1150 C, 24 hrs) 
III.  P+ Source and Drain 
A. photo 2 (etch oxide) 
B. clean 
C. .diffusion (B, 900 C, 30 min) 
D. drive in/oxide (dry, 1100 C, 1 hr) 
E. etch glass '' 
F. 3K oxide (wet, 1100 C, 20 min) 
IV.  N+ Source and Drain (x.=2 m) 
A. photo 3 (etch oxide) 
B. clean 
C. diffusion (P, 900 C, 30 min) 
D. drive in/oxide (dry, 1100 C, 1 hr) 
E. 3K oxide (wet, 1100 C, 20 min) 
V.  Gate Window and Contact Window 
A. photo 4 (etch oxide) 
B. clean 
C. IK oxide (gate) (dry, 1000 C, 90 min) 
D. anneal (N2, 1000 C, 30 min) 
E. P glass (P, 900 C, 15 min) 
VI.  Contact Window 
A.  photo 5 (etch oxide) 
VII.  Metal 
A. 10K Al 
B. photo 6 (etch Al, visible) 
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Figure A.2  Transistor Array 
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««iy*ag^vff?3. 
Figure A.3  Photomicrograph of Transistor Array 
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Figure A.4 Other Devices 
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APPENDIX B 
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
Lending oneself to an overview of the current, 
conductance, and voltage measuring system is signifi- 
cant if one wishes to thoroughly understand the imple- 
mentation of the concepts previously explained.  As the 
system diagram (Figure B. 1) shows the "controller" of the 
set-up is an HP-9836 desk top computer, with an HP-IB 
bus.  Peripherals included for displaying data include 
a printer, plotter, and a video screen, while storage 
is accomplished on floppy disks.  Also under its com- 
mand is a 10 bit A/D converter and three D/A converters 
which in this case are used to control three program- 
mable power supplies.  Specially constructed equipment 
includes a probing station and a measuring circuit. 
The probing station consists of four electrically 
isolated, easily manipulated probes, well suited to 
probing wafers.  Teflon is used as the isolating material, 
and a Tri-ax network connects the tungsten probes to the 
outside world.  The entire stand is enclosed in a 
shielding box, and features a semiconductor heat pump 
stage, and a nitrogen blow. 
A measuring circuit was needed for the data acqui- 
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between the computer and the D.U.T. (Device Under Test). 
Its basic purpose is to apply predetermined voltages to 
the D.U.T and to output the wanted device characteris- 
tics to the computer.  The surprisingly simple design 
is shown in Figure B.2. 
Op-Amps (operational amplifiers) 1 and 2 comprise 
an instrumentation amplifier.  Their purpose is to apply 
a voltage to the drain of the D.U.T. while measuring 
its drain current, and outputing this information through 
a proportional voltage.  Op-Amp 1 is used as a differen- 
tial amplifier.  Assuming that it is ideal, virtual 
ground techniques comply that if a voltage is applied 
to the positive input (pin 3) that same voltage will 
appear at the inverting input (pin 2), and thus at the 
drain of the D.U.T.  The output of Op-Amp 1 in the sim- 
ple sense is 
Vol " Vd + Xd Rf 
Note that this output contains the wanted component I,. 
It is the purpose of Op-Amp 2 to literally subtract the 
unwanted term out.  For example, if the input to the 
non-inverting terminal is 3V -i (the 3 due to the atten- 
uator R,), and the input to the inverting terminal is 
simply V,, then the output of Op-Amp 2 is easily shown 














<}> (RESET PULSE) 
Figure B.2 Measurement Circuit 
Vo2 = V01 (2^"Vd 
- 23(Vd + ld Rf) - Vd 
and by observation, if 3 = 1/2 
Vo2 " Xd Rf 
Hence, an output proportional to the drain current is 
obtained. 
The second stage of the measuring circuitry, con- 
sisting of Op-Amps 3 and 4, comprises a differencing 
technique.  To illustrate how the stage works consider 
some voltage V.  applied at either node A'or B.  Clos- 
ing the CMOS switch, Tl or T2,; will then cause the 
capacitor, C- or C,,   to charge to that input level. 
Then the switch is opened, and ideally the capacitor re- 
mains charged.  If at this time the input is allowed to 
change from V.  to V.  + AV.  the input seen at the 
°       xn    m '   xn      
r 
buffer is solely AV. .  Not only does this technique 
allow us to reduce noise otherwise obtained from sub- 
tracting signals in software, but it provides a con- 
venient barrier to level drifting problems, such as 
those shifts which occur over time as a circuit heats 
up.  The gain of Op-Amps 3 and 4 provide a means of 
using the full scale of the A/D, therefore ensuring good 
resolution.  Observation shows that the final output of 
this stage would be proportional to AI, and AV,. 
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Pulses needed to open and close the CMOS switches 
are generated by the combination of a battery and the 
RVS channel of the A/D, which is nothing more than an 
open collector of a transistor that can be turned on in 
order to sink current.  Circuit power is provided by on 
board batteries, but provisions are made for external 
supplies.  P.C. board rocker and slide switches allow 
easy configuration changes allowing the single circuit 
to be used for three types of measurements, and allow 
various feedback network changes.  As a final task, the 
measurement box provides a neat coax and tri-ax junction 
block (Figure 1), optimizing the lab environment, to 
allow the shortest possible connections and therefore a 
more noiseless and trouble-free operation. During 
operation, pulses are applied as shown in Figure B.3. 
To provide a smoothing of the data, ten measurements 
are taken at each bias point.  The outputs are then 
averaged after discarding the maximum and minimum 
measurements. 
With 10 bits of resolution available, the dif- 
ferencing technique allowed accurate measurements to 
-8 10 mho.  This would not be possible through measure- 
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APPENDIX C 
USER'S MANUAL FOR IGV MEASUREMENTS 
The IGV measurement box and program were developed 
to take measurements of 4 terminal MOS transistors. 
There are three different types of measurement modes, 
designated "CURVE-TRACER," "DIFFERENTIAL," and "TRANS- 
CONDUCTANCE . " 
In "CURVE-TRACER" mode, VDS is swept over a range 
of values. Vnc,  or V-,., is incremented after each V,^ GS    BS DS 
sweep.  ID, V„s, VG„, and VRS are measured at each 
VDS' VGS' and VBS- 
In "DIFFERENTIAL" mode, VDS is swept over a range 
of values.  VGg or VRC? is incremented after each VDg 
sweep.  This incrementing of voltages is the same as 
that in the "CURVE-TRACER" mode.  Alp, AVDS> VGg, and 
V„s are measured at each VQS, V„s and VRS.  The output 
conductance is determined by division of AI^ by AVD<-,. 
In "TRANSCONDUCTANCE" mode, VGg is swept over a 
range of values.  VRC, is incremented after each VGg 
sweep.  VDg is set at a particular (low) value, such 
as 100 mV.  AID, AVD~ VGg and VRg are measured at 
each V~g, VQO>   and VR„.  The output conductance is 
determined by division of AIQ by VDg. 
Each mode is summarized in Table C.l. 
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Table C.l  Summary of IGV Measurement Modes 
MODE SET INCREMENTED SWEPT MEASURED 
CURVE-TRACER VBS °r VGS VGS °r VBS VDS ID' VDS' VGS' VBS 
DIFFERENTIAL VBS °r VGS VGS 0r VBS v DS AID> AVDS« VGS> V 




Use of the ICV measurement box and program is 
explained here in a step-by-step procedure. 
1. Figure C.l shows the initial setup.  The HP9836 
computer is connected via the HPIB interface bus 
to 3 DAC's, and one ADC.  The DAC's control 3 
programmable power supplies.  Device numbers of 
each DAC correspond to device numbers labeled 
on respective cable jacks on the side of the IGV 
box. 
2. Adjust DAC zeroes: 
a. Send these three commands from the HP9836: 
i.  OUTPUT 707 USING "4Z"; 2000 
ii.  OUTPUT 709 USING*"4Z"; 2000 
iii.  OUTPUT 710 USING "4Z"; 2000 
b. Connect a DVM to controlled supplies and ad- 
just each DAC "ZERO ADJUST" to give OV. 
3. Adjust DAC full scales: 
a. Send these three commands from the HP9836: 
i.  OUTPUT 707 USING "4Z"; 2999 
ii.  OUTPUT 709 USING "4Z"; 2999 
iii.  OUTPUT 710 USING "4Z"; 2999 
b. Connect a DVM to controlled supplies and adjust 
each DAC "FULL-SCALE ADJUST" to give 5V. 
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Adjust Op-amp offsets: 
a. Send these commands from the HP9836: 
i.  OUTPUT 707 USING "4Z"; 2000 
ii.  OUTPUT 706 USING *'#,K"; "O" 
b. Open all red DIP switches except #8; close 
blue DIP switches 1 and 4; open blue DIP 
switches 2 and 3. 
c. Turn IGV box on. 
d. Connect a DVM to each op amp-output lead (pin 
#6) and adjust trim pots on board to give OV 
at each output.  See Figure C.2 to locate ap- 
propriate pots. 
Adjust Subtractor stage: i 
a. Send this command from the HP9836: 
i.  OUTPUT 707 USING "4Z"; 2999 
b. Connect a DVM to op-amp number 2 output lead 
(pin #6) and adjust pot on front of box to 
give OV.  See Figure C.2 to locate op-amp 
number 2. 
Probe a 4-terminal MOSFET at probe station.  Check 
for good contact on an external curve-tracer, if 
possible. 
Connect probe station cables to IGV box as shown 
in Figure C.l.  NOTE:  Source of device is grounded 
to probe station shield as shown. 
Load "ProglGV" program from disk. 
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Table C.2 Switch Positions for IGV Measurements 
MODE RED DIP SWITCHES CLOSED   RED #7:/#8: BLUE #1:/#2: 
CURVE-TRACER 12    5               GAINI= 11/11 RFB=10K/100K 
DIFFERENTIAL 1   3 4                GAINI=101/11 RFB=10K/100K 
*> TRANSCONDUCTANCE 3 4   6            GAINI=101/11 RFB=10K/100K 
APPENDIX D 
IGV PROGRAM LISTING 
ProglGV, the driver program for taking IGV mea- 
surements is listed in Figure D.l. A summary of the 








910  2220 








Initialize flags and mode.  Dimension 
arrays. 
Set up soft-keys and 
(SIT)  Wait in endless loop for soft- 
key interrupt. 
(INITI)  Determine ADC and DAC channels 
and resolutions appropriate for mode. 
Set up bias and measurement limits 
appropriate for mode.  Pack or unpack 
limits depending upon L0AD_FLAG. 
(SETUP)  Print out measurement setup 
and calculated measurement limits 
and resolutions. 
(MEASURE)  Measurement subroutine. 
(AVERAGE)  Take averages of NTEMP mea- 
surements and print out unsealed 
results. 
(SCALER)  Scale measurements based upon 
ADC and DAC resolutions. 
(PRINTO)  Printout set of measurements. 
If FPRINT is true, then output to 
printer; otherwise, output to screen. 
(ENDER)  Measurement complete. 
(PLOTR)  General plotting subroutine. 
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LINES        EXPLANATION 
From:   To: 
7000   7046      (DATADISK)  Subroutine to create file, 
store data, and close file 'or to open 
file, load previously taken data, and 
close file. 
7050   7168     (M0DE_PL0T)  Subroutine to load and 
plot data previously taken. 
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10 ! I-G-V CHARACTERISTICS PROGRAM 
20 !  LAST REVISION * i1-10-32 
30 !  FILE NAME « "ProglGV" 
40 !**jr*Jji*jJs'**j*j'*j'SUBROLITIHE ADDRESSES-*aagagaaaaaaagaaaaaaaa 
50  Sit-330 
SO  KeyO-450 
70   Initl-1050 
30  Setup-1530 









200 DUMP DEVICE IS 701 
210 PRINTER IS 1 
220 OPTION BASE ! 
230 DEC 
210 DIM Numbers(4>,Galns<4>,Llmtts<i0>,Igu<1000.5) 
250 DIM Xxx(IOO),Yyy(IOO).Vds<100),Vgs<100>,Vbs<100),Ids<100),Gds< 1 00) 
,260 DIM Vtemp<!0),Gtemp<10).ItenpUU),Dtemp<10) 






340 OH KEY 1 LABEL "Print Setup",! GOSU3 Keyl 
""" " '"""' "  '""" "Measure".2 GOSUB Key2 
"End".3 G0SU8 K«?y3 
"LOAD DATA"V.3 GOSUB K.;y4 
"Send Plot",2 GOSUB Kev5 
"Print <on/off)".2 GOSUB KeyS 
400 ON KEY 7 LABEL "MODE CHANGE".2 GOSUB Key7 
410 )gggggagaagaaaaagaaaagggggagggggaggagaaaagaaaaggggaagaagggg 
420 Sit:! 
430    PRINT TABXY(50,1);ModeS;" MODE 
440    ZS-"uiH " 
450    IF Fprint-0 THEN ZS-'^on't" 
4G0    PRINT TABXY(50.2):" data ";ZS;" be printed 
470    GOTO Sit 
480 !  
490 KeyO:! 
500     RETURN 
510 Keyl:!  print setup 
520     IF Finit-0 THEN GOSUB Imtl 
530     GOSUB Setup 
540     RETURN 
550 Key2:!  measure 
560     Load_flag-0 
570     IF Finit-0 THEN '•"SUB Initi 
580     GCLEAR 
590     GOSUB Measure 
600     GOSUB Ender 
61C     RETURN 
620 Key3:!  ender 
630     GOSUB Ender 
Plate D.l  "ProglGV" Measurement Program 
350 ON KEY 2 LABEL 
360 ON KEY 3 LA3EL 
370 ON KEY 4 LABEL 
380 ON KEY 5 LABEL 
390 ON KEY 6 LABEL 
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640     RETURN 
650 Key4:!  load data 
660     Load_flag-l 
670 CALL Datadisk(ModeS,Devices,Nurabers<« 
680     GOSUB Initi 
690 CALL Mode_p lot (ModeS, Devices, Numbers* 
700     RETURN 
710 Key5: !  send plot 
>.Gains(->,Limits(-), Igv(->,Load_flag) 
->,Llmits<*>,Igv(->> 
720 OUTPUT Paper;Form feeds 
730 DUMP GRAPHICS 
740 RETURN . 
750 K ey6: !  print (on/off) 
760 Fprint-NOT Fprint 
770 RETURN 
780 Key7: !  mode change 
790 GCLEAR 
800 XS-ModeS 
810 IF XS-"TRANSC0NDUCTANCE" THEN Hn deS-"DIFFERENTIAL" 
820 (F XS-"CURVE-TRACER" THEM ModeS- "TRANSCONDUCTANCE"' 
830 IF XS-"DIFFERENTIAL" THEN ModeS- "CURVE-TRACER" 
840 G0SUB Inltl 
850 RETURN 
860 K ey8: ! 
870 RETURN 






930 IF ModeS-"CURVE-TRACER" THEN 
940 Adc_vg-3 ! ADC CHANNEL <— Vgs 
950 Adc_vd-4 ! ADC CHANNEL <--- Vds 
960 Adc_ld-2 . ! ADC CHANNEL <-— Ids.dlds 
970 Adc vb-1 
980 END IF 
990 IF ModeS-"DIFFERENTIAL" THEM 
1000 Adc_wg-3 
1010 Adc_vd-4 
1020 Adc dw-1 
1030 Adc di-2 
1040 END IF 
1050 IF ModeS-"TRANSC0NDUCTANCE" THEN 
1060 Adc_vg-3 
1070 Adc_vb-4 
1080 Adc dvl 
1090 Adc di-2 
1100 END IF 





1150 DIM Adc res<4) ! ADC CHANNEL' RESOLUTIONS (V) 
1160 Adc res( D-.001 1   -IV  TO + IV 
1170 Adc res(2)-.0025 I  -2.5V TO +2.5V 
1180 Adc res<3)-.005 !   -5V TO t-5V 
1190 Adc res(4)-.010 !   -10V TO +10V 
1200 DIM Dae res(3) ! DAC RESOLUTIONS (V) 
1210 Dae res(1)-.005 !   0 TO 5V  <D TO A 707) 
1220 Dae res(2)-.005 !   0 TO 5V  (D TO A 709) 
1230 Dae res(3)-.00S I   0 TO 5V  (D TO A 710) 






















1450 END   IF 
14G0     !  


















1650 END   IF 


















1840 END   IF 













































































































I-V MEASUREMENT USING I 
! FORM-FEED SCREEN 




OF DUT   < > BOX ""DUT  
OF DUT   < > ADC CHANNEL ";Adc_vg 
!--> DAC-COMTROLLED VOLTAGE SOURCE" 
source OF DUT   < > BOX ""GND  
THEN 
OF DUT   < > ADC CHANNEL ":Adc vb 
!--> DAC-CONTROLLED VOLTAGE SOURCE" 
"Vds READ""  < > ADC CHANNEL ":Adc_vd 























IF ModeS-"TRANSCONDUCTANCE" THEN 
PRINT " bulk  OF DUT 
 > VOLTAGE SOURCE" 
< > ADC CHANNEL ";Adc vd 
< > ADC CHANNEL ":Adc~di 
< > ADC CHANNEL ":Adc_dv 
< > ADC CHANNEL ";Adc_vb 
98 
2460       PRINT " !--> DAC-CONTROLLED VOLTAGE SOURCE" 
2470       PRINT " BOX ""Ids/dlds""  < > ADC CHANNEL ":Adc_di 
2480       PRINT " BOX ""Vbs/dVds""  < > ADC CHANNEL ";Adc du 
2490 END IF 
2500 PRINT " BOX ""PHIr""       < > ADC RVS CHANNEL" 
2510 PRINT " BOX "MVdS APPLY""  < > DAC-CONTROLLED VOLTAGE SOURCE" 
2520 PRINT 
2530 PRINT " INTERNAL SWITCH SETTINGS: <";l1odcS;" NODE)" 
2540 PRINT "   RED DIP SWITCH    ": 
2550 IF ModeS-'TURVE-TRACER" THEM PRINT "I.2-ON  3.4,5.6-OFF" 
25S0 IF NodeS-"DiFFERENTIAL" THEM PRINT "1.3.4-ON 2,5,S"0FF " 
2570 IF Hodei-"TRANSCONDUCTANCE" THEN PRINT "1.3.4-ON 2,5.6-OFF" 
2580 PRINT 
2590 PRINT " —PRESS ""ENTER"" TO CONTINUE " 
2600 INPUT XS 
2610 OUTPUT ScreenlForm feeds 
2620 PRINT "ADC LIMITS:" RESOLUTION:" 
2630 IF ModeS-'TURVE-TRACER" THEN 
2640    Vix-Adc_res(Adc id>-!000 
2650    Vdx-Adc_res<Adc_vd)-1(IOO 
2660    Vgx-Adc_res<Adc_vg>»1000 
2670    Vbx-Adc_res<Adc_vb>-1000 
2680    PRINT " ABS(VDS) <- ";Vdx:" V";TAB<30):Vdx:" mV" 
2690    PRINT " ABS<VGS) <- ";Vgx:" V;TA3O0) :Vqx:" mV" 
2700 PRINT  "  ABS(VBS)   <-   ";Vbx:"  V"; TABOO) :Vbx:" mV 
2710 PRINT  "  ABS(IDS)   <-   ":Vix/Rfb-I.E+6;"   uA";TABO0>;Vix-l000/Rfb;"  uA" 
2720 END  IF 
2730 IF ModeS-"DIFFERENTIAL" THEN 
2740    Vix-Adc_res<Adc_di>»1000 
•2750    Vvx-Adc_res(Adc_dv)-IO0O 
2760    Vdx-Adc_res(Hdc vd)-1000 
2770    Vgx-Adc_res(Hdc vq)-1U00 
2780 PRINT  "  ABS(VDS)   <-   ":Vdx;" V";TABO0);Vdx;" mV" 
2790 PRINT " ABS(VGS)   <--";Vgx;" V": TABOO) :Vg'x :" mV" 
2800 Qq-Vix/CJump-Rfb-GalnD-l .E+3 
2810 Pp«Qq«(Gainv/Jump)«l.E-3 
2820    PRINT " ABS(gds) <- ";Pp;" mhos";TAB(30):Qq;" umhos (AT VoutI-0V)" 
2830 END IF 
2840 IF ModeS-"TRANSCONDUCTANCE" THEN 
2850    Vix-Adc_res(Adc_di>-1000 
2860    Vvx-Adc_res(Adc_dv>«1000 
2870    Vgx-Adc_res<Adc wg)-1000 
2880    Vbx-Adc_res(Adc_vb)»l000 
2890 PRINT " ABS<VDS)  <-  ":Vd»:" V";TABOO):Vdx;" mV" 
2900 PRINT   "  ABS(VGS)   <-   ":Vgx:M  V":TABOO):Vgx;"  mV" 
2910 PRINT " ABS(VBS)   <-  ":Vbx:" V":TABOO);Vbx;" mV" 
2920 Qq-Vix/<JuiT,p-Rfb-Gaini>-1 .E+3 
2930 Pp-Oq-(Gainw/Junp)-1 .E-3 
2940    PRINT " ABS(gds) <- ":PP;" mhos";TAB(30):Qq;" umhos (AT Voutl-0V>" 
2950 END IF 
2960 PRINT 
2970 PRINT "DIFFERENTIAL JUMP-SIZE-";Jump-1000;"mV" 
2980 PRINT 
2990 PRINT "PLOT LIMITS-" 
3000 PRINT " Vds: ";Vdsmin+Jump;"V TO ":Vdsmax;"V STEP ":<Vdsmax-Vdsmin-Jump)/< 
Nv/d-IHNvd-1)) :"V" 
3010 PRINT " Vgs: ":Vgsitun:"V TO ";Vgsmax;"V STEP ";(Vgsmax-Vgsnln)/(Nvg-I+ (Nvg 
-1));"V" 
3020 PRINT " Vbs: ";Vbsmin;"V TO ";Vbsmax;"V STEP ";(Vbsmax-Vbsmin)/(Nvb-1+(Nvb 
-1));"V" 
3030 IF ModeS-"CURVE-TRACER"   THEN 
99 
3010   PRINT 
3050 END IF 
30G0  IF ModeS-"DIFFERENTIAL" THEM 
3070   PRINT '" Gds: ";Gdsmin-l .E*3; 
3080 END IF 
3090 IF ModeS-"DIFFERENTIAL" THEN 
3100   PRINT " Gds: ":Gdsmin-1 .EOs". 
31 tO END IF 
3120 RETURN 
3130 Measure:!-"--- -  
3110 OUTPUT Screen:Form_feedS 
3150 INPUT "DEVICE TITLE".Device* 
31G0 ! 
Ids: ";Idsnun«1 .E+6;"uA TO ":Idsmax-1.E+6:"uA" 
mmho TO ";Gdsmax«1.E+3;"mmho" 
mmho TO ";Gdsmax-1 .E+3;"mmho" 
3170 IF ModeS-'XURvE-TRACER" THEN 
3180  Pp1-2"<Adc_vg-1> 
3190  Pp2-2"(Adc vd-1) 
3200  Pp3-2'<Adc ld-1) 
3210  Pp4-2*(Adc_vb-l> 
3220 END IF 
3230 IF ModeS-"DIFFERENTIAL" THEN 
3210  Pp1-2"(Adc vg-1) 
3250  Pp2-2"(fldO/d-t> 
32E0  Pp3-2*(Adc dl-1) 
3270  Pp1-2-(Adc dv-1) 
3280 END IF 





3310 END IF 





33G0 FOR B-1 TO Nvb 
3370 Z-2000tINT<<B-l>/<Nvb-1.+ (N'vb-l>> 
n/Dac_res<Dac vb)> 
3380 OUTPUT 710 USING "4Z";Z 
3390 ! 
! v-bsCEO 
• <Vbsnax-vbsmin)/Dac_res(Dac_vb)) + INT < Vbsmi 
! DAC : output Vbs 
3100 FOR I-I TO Nvg 
3110 Z-2000*INT(<I-1)/<Nvg-1+<Nvg-1>> 
n/Dac_res(Dac_vg>) 




! DAC : output vgs 
3410 FOR J-l TO Nvd 
3150 Z-200D+INT(<J-1)/<Nvd-1+<Mvd-1>> 
res<Dac vd)>+ Djump+INT<Vdsnun/Dac res 
3160 FOR K-1 TO Ntemp 















OUTPUT 70G USING ".»,K":"0" 
LET Z-Z-Djump 
OUTPUT 707 USING "1Z";Z 
WAIT .05 
OUTPUT 706 USING "*,K":"N" 
LET Z-Z+Djump 





! Average Ntenp (Vds,Vgs,Vbs,Ids,gds)'s 
DIFFERENCING CKT 
! ADC suitch : PHIs - closed 
! DAC : output Vdsl 
I ADC suitch : PHIs - open 
! DAC : output Vds2 
OUTPUT 706 USING "*,K"s"H" :Pp1 :"A.J" 
ENTER 706 USING "*.W":Gtemp<l,'> 
OUTPUT 706 USING ".»,K" :"H";Pp2:"AJ" 
ENTER 706 USING "*.W";Vtemp<K> 
OUTPUT 70G USING "#,K":"H";Pp3:"AJ" 
measure Vqs 
enter Vgs(K> 
measure Yds OR Vbs 
enter  vds(K) OR vbs<K) 
measure Ids OR dlds 
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3610  ENTER 706 USING "*,»": Itemp(K)     I  enter  Ids(K) OR dlds(K) 
3620  OUTPUT 706 USING "* ,K" :"H" ;Po4:"AJ" ! measure Vbs OR dVds 
3630  ENTER 706 USING "'.W";Dtemp(K>     !  enter  Vbs<K> OR dVds(K) 
3610  NEXT K 
3650 GOSUB Average 
3660  GOSUB Sealer 
3670  NEXT J 
3680 OUTPUT 707 USING "4Z":2000 t  reset Vds 
3690 !---  -  
3700 IF Mode$-"CURVE-TRACER" THEN 
3710  Axes_flag-<I-1) 
3720  CALL Plotr<Vds<•>,Ids<«>,Nvd.Vdsmtn.Vdsmax.Idsrain.Idsmax,Axes_flag,"Vds ( 
V)","Id <A)","Id vs Vds". Devices, "LIN", "LIN" ."LINE") 
3730  GOSUB Prlnto 
3740  END IF 
3750   IF ModeS-"DIFFERENTIAL"  THEN 
3760       Axes_flag-<I-1> 
3770       CALL  Plotr(VdsC) ,Gds(- ) .Nvd.Vdsmin.Vdsmax .Gdsmtn.Gdsraax ,Axes_f lag."Vds   < 
V)","Gds (mho)","Gds vs Vds".DeviceS."LIN"."LOG"."LINE") 
3780  GOSUB Prtnto 
3790  END IF 
3800 NEXT I 
3810 OUTPUT 709 USING "4Z":2000 ! RESET VGS 
3820 IF ModeS-"TRAHSC0NDUCTANCE" THEN 
3830  Axes_flag-<B-l> 
3800       CALL  Plotr<Vgs<-> .Gds<-> .Nvg.Vgsnin.Vgsmax .Gdsnun.Gdsnax ,Axes_f lag,"Vgs   < 
V)","Gds (mho)"."Gds vs Vgs".Devices."LIN","LIN"."LINE") 
3850  GOSUB Pnnto 
3860  END IF 
3870 NEXT B 
3880 OUTPUT 710 USING "4Z":2000 ! RESET Vbs 
3890 CALL Datadisk(HodeS. Devices, Numbers<»> ,Gains<«) ,Hmits(>). Igv(-) .Load flag) 
3900 RETURN u 
3910 Average: i............ -  
3920       LET Hv-1 
3930       LET Lv-1 
3900       LET Hg-1 
3950       LET Lg-1 
3960       LET Hl-1 
3970       LET t.1-1 
3980      LET rid-1 
3990       LET Ld-1 
4000       FOR K-2 TO Ntemp 
4010       IF Vtemp<K)>Vtemp(Hv) THEN LET Hv-K 
4020       IF Vtemp(KXVtemp<Lv> THEN LET Lv-K 
4030       IF Gtemp(K)>Gtemp(Hg) THEN LET Hg-K 
4040       IF Gtemp<KXGtemp<Lg) THEM LET Lg-K 
4050       IF Itemp<K)>Itemp<Hi> THEM LET Hi-K 
4060       IF Itomp(KXItemp<Li) THEN LET Li-K 
4070       IF Dtemp<K>>DtemP(Hd) THEN LET Hd-K 
4080       IF Dtemp<KXDtemP<Ld) THEN LET Ld-K 
4090       NEXT K 
4100       Vavg-0 
4110       Gavg-0 
4120       Iavg-0 
4130       Davg-0 
4140       FOR K-1 TO Ntemp 
4150       IF K-Hv OR K-Lv THEN GOTO 4170 
4160       Vavg-Vavg*Vtemp<K> 
4170       IF K-Hg OR K*Lg THEN GOTO 4190 






























































IF K-Hl OR K-Li THEN GOTO 4210 
Iavg-Iavg*Itonp(K) 
IF K-Hd OR  K-Ld  THEM GOTO  4230 
Davg-Davg♦D t emp < K) 
NEXT  K 
Vavg-Vavg/<Ntemp-2+<HvLv>) 
Gavg-Gavg/(Ntemp-2 + <Hgi,Lg>) 
Iavg-Iavg/(Ntemp-2+<Hi-Li > > 
Davg-Davg/<Ntemp-2+<Ha-Ld>> 
PRINT  TABXY<1,5): 
IF HodeS-'TURVE-TRACER"  THEN 
PRINT "  *:       Vds: Vas 
PRINT USING "3D,3X,4D,""   :   "" 
:      Id:      Vgs:     Vbs:" 
,4<2X,H4D.3D)";J.Z,Vavg,Iavg.Gawg,Dav 
END IF 
IF ModeS-"DIFFERENTIAL" THEN 
PRINT " *:  Vds: 
PRINT USING "3D,3X,4D."" 
Vds:      did:      dVds:     Vgs: " 
: "",4<2X,M4D.3D>";J,Z,Vavg,Iavg,Davg,Gav 
END IF 
IF ModeS-"TRANSCONDUCTANCE" THEN 
PRINT " #:  Vds:       Vgs:     did:      dVds:    Vbs:" 
PRINT USING "3D,3X,4D."" : "",4<2X,M4D.3D>";I.Z,Gavg,Iavg,Davg,Vav 
END IF 
RETURN 
IF ModeS-"CURVE-TRACER" THEN 
L-J 
Vds(L)-ABS<Vavg-ridc_res<Adc vd>> 
Vgs<L)-ABS(Gavg-Aric res< Acfc_vg) > 








END  IF 





Dlff_v-Davg"Adc_res(fide  dv)/Cainv 
IF  Dtff v-0  THEN  Gde CD-Gdsmax 






Igv(Ind,5>   t&sil) 
END  IF 




































































Dlff_v-Davg-Adc   res<Adc dv)/Gainv 
IF Diff v-0  THEN GdsCD-Cdsnax 
IF  Dif.f  vOO   THEN Gds.(L>-ABS<Dif f_i/Dlff_v) 








IF Fpnnt THEN 
PRINTER IS Paper 
OUTPUT Paper;Form foedS 
END IF 
PRINT 
IF ModeS'-CURVE-TRACER" THEN 
PRINT "v,gs<V>-";Vgs<I> 
PRINT 
PRINT " Vds(V):    Ids(fi):" 
FOR L-1 TO Nvd 
PRINT USING "M2D.3D,2<7X,MD.2DE>";Vds<L>,Ids(L> 
NEXT L 
END IF 
IF HodeS""DIFFERENTIAL" THEN 
PRINT "Vgs(V).":Vgs<n 
PRINT 
PRINT" Vds(V):    gds(inho):   rds(ohm):" 
FOR L-1 TO Nvd 
IF Gds(L)-0 THEN GOTO 5080 
PRINT USING "H2D.3D,3<7X,MD.2DE)";Vds<L),Gds(L),1/Gds<L> 
NEXT L       •; 
END IF 
IF ModeS-"TRANSCONDUCTANCE" THEN 
PRINT "Vbs<V)-";Vbs(JJ 
PRINT 
PRINT" Vgs<V);    gds<mho>:    rds(ohm):" 
FOR L-1 TO Nvg 
IF Gds<L>-0 THEN GOTO 5170 
PRINT USING "M2D.3D,3(7X.riD.20E)";Vgs<L).Gds<L),1/Gds<L> 
NEXT L 
END IF 
PRINT " ' " 
E nder: \< 
PRINTER IS Screen 
OUTPUT Screen:Form_feed5 
RETURN 
FOR 1-5 TO 20 
BEEP 1-100,.05 
NEXT I 
PRINT "MEASUREMENT COMPLETE" 
RETURN 
END. 
SUB Plotr(XC) ,YC> .Npts.XI ,X2. Y1 . Y2, INTEGER Axes_f lag.XlabS, YlabS.TU3.Dev 
YS.LlneS) 






5350 DIM Horlz(100).Verti(l00) 
5360 IF XS-"LIN" THEM 
5370 IF X2O0 THEN Mm- I0"INT<LGT<ABS<X2>)) 
5380 IF X2-0 THEN Hm-0 
5390 IF XIO0 THEN Pp-IO*IMT<LGT<ABS(XI))) 
5400 IF XI-0 THEM Pp-0 
5410 IF Pp>Mn THEN Mtn-Pp 




5460 IF Xmax-Xn.in THEM Xmax-Xmin+1 
5470 FOR J-1 TO Npts 
5480 Honz<J)-X(J) 
5490 NEXT J 
5500 END IF 
5510 IF XS-"L0G" THEN 
5520 IF X1>0 THEN Xmln-INT<LGT(X1 » 
5530 IF XK-0 THEN Xmin-INT(LGT<ABS<X2>/10>> 
5540 IF X2>0 THEN Mn-LGT(X2> 
5550 IF X2<-0 THEN Mm-LGT(ARS(X2>> 
5560 Xmax-INT(Hm)+(flBS<Mn/IMT(Mm)-l)>Epsilon) 
5570 FOR J-l TO Npts 
'5580 IF X(J)>0 THEN Horw<J)-LGT(X(J)> 
5581 IF XUX-0 AND J>l THEM Horiz(J)-Horiz<J-1> 
5582 IF X(J)<-0 AND J-1 THEN Horiz<J)-Xmax 
5590 NEXT J 
5600 END IF 
5610 IF YS-"LIH" THEN 
5620 IF Y2O0 THEN Mm- I0'INT<IGT<ABS< Y2>) > 
5630 IF Y2-0 THEN Mm-0 
5640 IF Y1O0 THEN Pp- 10"INT<LGT<ABS< Y1 >)) 
5650 IF Y1-0 THEN Pp-0 
5660 IF Pp>Mm THEN Mm-Pp 




5710 IF Ymax-Ymin THEM Ymax-Ynin+1 
5720 FOR J-1 TO Npts 
5730 Verti<J)-Y(J> 
5740 NEXT J 
5750 END IF 
5760 IF YS-"L0G" THEN 
5770 IF Y1>0 THEN Ymin-INT(LGT(Y1)) 
5780 IF YK-0 THEN Ymin-IMT<LGT<HBS(Y2)/10) > 
5790 IF Y2>0 THEN Nm-I_GT<Y2> 
5800 IF Y2<-0 THEN Mn-LGT(ABS<Y2)) 
5810 Ymax-INT<Mm)+<ABS(Mn/INT<Mm>-1>>Epsllon> 
5820 FOR J-1 TO Npts 
5830 IF Y<J)>0 THEN Verti<J)-LCT<Y<J)) 
5831 IF Y(J><-0 AND J>1 THEN Verti<J>-Verti<J-1 > 
5832 IF Y<JX-0 AND J-1 THEN Vert 1 (J)-Ymax 
5840 NEXT J 
5850 END IF 
5860 IF Axes_flag-0 THEN GOTO Plotpts 
5870 GCLEAR 





5920  Rlght-Xmax+Dx/3 
5930  Top-Ym.ix+Dy/3 
5940  Bottom-Ymin-Dy 
5950  WINDOW Left.Right.Bottorn,Top 




6000 LINE  TYPE   I                                                                       !   DRAW AXES 
G010 AXES Xtic.Ytic,Xmin,Ymin,10,IO,5 
G030 LINE TYPE 4                            ! DRAW GRID 
6040 IF XS-"I.IN" THEN 
6050 Hm-Xtic-10 
6060 TOR J-Xmm+rlm TO Xmax+Mm STEP Mm 
6070 PENUP 
6080 MOVE J.Ymin 
6090 DRAW J.Ymax 
6100 NEXT J 
6110 END IF 
6120 IF XS-"L0G" THEN 
6130 FOR I-Xmin TO Xmax 
••6140 FOR J-1 TO 9 
6150 Over-LGT<J)+I 
6160 MOVE Over.Ymin 
6170 DRAW Over.Ymax 
6180 NEXT J 
6190 NEXT I 
6200 END IF 
6210 IF YS-"LIN" THEN 
6220 Mm-Ytic-IO 
6230 FOR J-Ymin+Mm TO Ymax+Mm.STEP Mm 
6240 PENUP             ;- "•               ; ' 
6250 MOVE Xram.J 
6260 DRAW Xmax.J 
6270 NEXT J 
6280 END IF 
6290 IF YS-"LOG" THEN 
6300 FOR I-Ymn TO Ymax 
6310 FOR J-1 TO 9 
6320 Up-LGT(J)+I 
6330 MOVE Xmin.Up 
6340 DRAW Xmax,Up 
6350 NEXT J 
6360 NEXT I 
6370 END IF 
6380 Scaleaxes:!  
6381 CLIP OFF 
6390 CSIZE 3 
6400 LINE TYPE 1 
6410 Mm-Xtic«IO 
6420 FOR J-Xmin TO Xmax+Mm STEP Mm 
6430 MOVE J.Ymin 
6440 LDIR 90 
6450 LORG 8 
6460 IF XS-"LIN" THEN Mm-J 
6470 IF XS-"LOG" THEN Mm-IO'J 
6480 LABEL USING "MDE";Mn 
6490 NEXT J 
6500 Mm-Ytic-10 
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G5I0 FOR J-Ymin TO Ymax+Mm STEP Mm 
G520   MOVE Xmin.J 
6530  LDIR 0 
6540  LORG I? 
6550   IF YS-"LIM" THEN Mm-J 
G5G0   IF YS-"L0G" THEN Hm-10"J 
G570  LABEL USING "MDE":Mm 
6530  NEXT J 
6590 Titles:!  
6600 CSIZE 5 
66!0 MOVE <Xnax-»Xmin)/2.Bottom 
6620   LDIR 0 
6630   LORG 4 
6640   LABEL XlabS 
6650 MOVE Left,(Ymax<-Ymln)/2 
6660   LDIR 90 
6670   LORG 6 
6680   LABEL YlabS 
6690 MOVE <XmaxtXmin>/2,Ynax 
6700-   LDIR 0 
6710   LORG 1 
6720   LABEL Tits 
6730  MOVE <Xmax+Xmln)/2.Ymax ■6740   LDIR 0 
5750   LORG 3 
6760   LABEL DevS 
6770 Plotpts:! :  
6730  CLIP ON 
6790 LDIR 0 
6800  LINE TYPE 1 
6810  Plotflag-0 
6820 PENUP 
6830  FOR J-1 TO Npts        .: 
6840   IF PIotriag-1 AND LineS^'LINE" THEN      ; 
6850      DRAW Hor 11( J> .Ver'ti < J) 
6860  END IF 
6370  IF Plotflag-0 THEN 
6880    Plotflag-1 
6890    MOVE Honz(J).VertKJ) 
6900  END IF 
6910  IF LineSO"LINE" THEN 
6920    MOVE Hori:<J).Verti(J> 
6930      CSIZE 2 
6940      LDIR 0 
6950      LORG 5 
6960      LABEL LineS 
6970  END IF 
6980  NEXT J 
6990  SUBEND 
7000 SUB Datadisk (ModcS,Devices.Niunbers<«> ,Gains<«> .Liiru ts< •>, Igvs(-), INTEGER Lo 
ad_flag) 
7002!  
7004 DIM Fil*3l30! 
7006 INPUT "DATA FILE MA"r?",FileS 
7008 FileS-FiUS4":INTERNAL.4." 
7010 INPUT "LEFT OR RIGHT HAND DRIVE? (L or R)".LorrS 
7012 IF LorrS-"L" THEN Fi IeS-Fi leSA'T' 
7014 IF LorrSOML" THEN Fi IeS-Fi leWO" 
7015!__   
7018 IF NOT Load flag THEN 
7020 Rec_p_file-1 
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7022 Real_numb-30»30 + 4«-4+10*100"10«l-5 
7024 Byte_p_rec-K<?al_numb*8 
702G CREATE BOAT FilcS.Rec p file.Byte p_rec 
7028 ASSIGN *FiIe TO Fi leSTFURNAT OFF 
7030 OUTPUT iJFilejModeS.Devices.NumbersO ,Gains(«>,Llmits(->,Igvs(*> 
7032 ASSIGN ijFlle TO - 
7030 END IF 
7036 IF Load_flag THEN 
7038 ASSIGN s>F»lo TO File5;FORMAT OFF 
7040 ENTER *File:Node$,DeviceS,Numbers<») ,Gains<»),Limt ts<->.Igvs<"> 
7042 ASSIGN 'SFile TO - 
7044 END IF 
7046 SUUEND 
7050 SUB Mode ploMModeS,Devices.Numbers< * ) .Llm ts<»> .Igv<->) 
7052 DIM Vds<100),Vgss(100).Vbs<100).Ids(100).Gds(!00) 
7054 INTEGER Axes_flag 






7068 Idsn)!n-Limits<7) ■7070 Idsmax-Limits(8) 
7072 Gdsmin-Limit-sO) 
7074 Gdsmax-Liiru tc(10) 
7076 Nvd-Numbersd > 
7078 Nvg-Nunbers<2) 
7080 Nvb-NumoersO) 
7082 IF ModeS-"CURvE-TRACER" THEN 
7084 FOR B-1 TO Nvb 
7086 FOR 1-1 TO Nvg 
7088  FOR J-1 TO Nvd 
7090    Ind-Nvg»Nvd-<B-1>+Nvd-tt-l>+J ; 




7100 NEXT J 
7102  Axes_flag-<I-1) 
7104  CALL Plotr<Vds(-).Ids<-).Nvd,vdsmin,Vdsnax.Idsmin,Idsmax.Axes_riag,',Vds ( 
V)"."Ids (A)","Ids vs Vris",Devices,"LIN"."LIN","LINE") 
7106  NEXT I 
7108 NEXT B 
7110 END IF 
7112 IF ModeS-"DIFFER£NTIAL" THEN 
7114 FOR B-1 TO Nvb 
7116 FOR 1-1 TO Nvg 
7118  FOR J-1 TO Nvd 
7120    Ind-Nvg-Nvd-(B-I)+Nvd-<I-I>+J 
7122   Vds(J)-Igv<Ind.D 
7124   Vgs(I)-Igv<Ind.2) 
7126   Vbs(B)-Igv(Ind.3) 
7128   Gds(J)-Igv(Ind,5x 
7130   NEXT J 
7132  Axes_flag-<I-1> 
7134  CALL PlotMVds(-) ,Gds(-) .Mvd.Udsmin.Vdsinax .Gdsmin.Gdsmax ,Axes_flag,"VDS ( 
V)","gds <mho)","gds vs Vds",Devices,"LIN"."LOG"."LINE") 
7136  NEXT I 
7138 NEXT B 
7140 END IF 
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7142  IF ModeS-"TRf1NSC0NDUCTflMCE"  THEM 
7144 FOR B-t   TO Nvb 
7146    FOR   1-1   TO'Nvg 





7158 NEXT  J 
7160 NEXT   I 
7161 fixes   flag-(B«l> 
7163 CALL  Plo'tr<Vgs<»>,Gds<*>,Nvg,Vgsmin.Vgsnax.Gdsmin.Gdsmax,fixes_nag,"Vg   <V> 
","gds   (mho)"("gds vs Vgs" ,DewicoS,"LlN"."LItl" , "LINE") 
7164 NEXT B 




USER'S MANUAL FOR MODELING PARAMETER EXTRACTION 
PROGRAM, XTRACTOR 
The modeling parameter extraction program, 
"XTRACTOR," was developed in order to extract VT(VBS), 
3 , X,   and 0g where 
VT(VRC,) = threshold voltage 
3  = y  C  W/L 
°   ° ox 
X  =    body factor 
9q =  surface scattering mobility 
degradation parameter. 
In performing the extractions the program also derives 
Nd, VFB,  cj, ■ -. 4 
where      N, = effective substrate doping 
V-p-r, = flat band voltage 
<J> = surface potential 
U, = bulk mobility 
Also by comparing two devices, identical but for gate 
length, AL and RT are determined where 
AL = channel length reduction 
R„ = series resistance (R„ + R ) 
Parameters for use in modeling are obtained from 
linear region, long channel output conductance measure- 
ments, contained in a data file set up by the measure- 
ment program "ProglGV."  Inputs include 
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C    gate oxide capacitance per unit area 
L  length of channel 
W  width of channel 
where capacitance is used as an input parameter rather 
than substrate doping since the capacitance measurements 
were more accurate. 
The technique used involved linear least squares fits 
of curves, and the user by way of prompts selects por- 
tions of the curve to be fit.  However, the scaling of 
plots in the program is automatic, freeing the user from 
having to adjust the plotting limits for each run. 
The use of XTRACTOR is explained here in a step- 
by-step procedure. l 
1. Load "XTRACTOR" program from disk. 
2. Run program. 
a. Select hard copy option by depressing soft 
key #0. 
b. Select extraction program by depressing soft 
key #1 (start is automatic). 
c. Select parameter correction program by depress- 
ing soft key #3. 
d. To stop program depress soft key #2. 
Assuming extraction program (soft key #1) has been de- 
pressed. 
3. Insert data disk. 
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a. On prompt "DATA FILE NAME?" input file name. 
b. On prompt "LEFT OR RIGHT HAND DRIVE?" input L/R. 
(i)  data is loaded from disk. 
(ii)  If "FILE NOT APPLICABLE" appears check 
file name and rerun program, 
(iii)  If file is applicable the data is dis- 
played on the screen. 
c. On prompts "ENTER UPPER LIMIT OF CURVE" and 
"ENTER LOWER LIMIT OF CURVE" enter vertical 
axis limits of curve (g, values).  These lim- 
its define a window for the straight line 
approximation. 
d. On prompt "INITIAL Nd VALUE (cnr-3)," input an 
approximate substrate doping. 
e. On prompt "INITIAL C-ox (F/cnT2)y input gate 
oxide capacitance per unit area. 
(i)  VT^Vhs^ "*"s extracted. 
(ii)  VT(V, ) is used so that X,   Nd (effective) 
and <j> can be extracted, 
(iii)  Data is displayed in order to extract 6 
and eQ. 
f. On prompt "IS CURVE SATISFACTORY?" input Y/N. 
(i)  If NO on prompt "INPUT CURVE NUMBER" input 
K where 1<K<N b where N b is | of curves 
in family and repeat step 3.f. 
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(ii)  If YES on prompt "ENTER LOWER LIMIT OF 
CURVE," where limit is on horizontal axis, 
g.  On prompt "DO YOU WISH A CORRECTED BETA?,11 
input Y/N. 
h.  If YES then on prompt "ENTER SERIES RESISTANCE," 
input series resistance in ohms, 
i.  On prompt "DO YOU WISH TO ENTER THETA S?V input 
Y/N after determining if enough curve exists 
to extract 9 . 
s 
(i)  If YES then on prompt "ENTER THETA S," 
input theta. 
(ii)  If YES then 3 is obtained from slope of 
Sdso VSVGS(VbS=0> curve- 
j.  On prompt "LENGTH, WIDTH (ym)," input gate 
length, gate width. 
(i)  The channel mobility both measured and 
modeled are now displayed. 
(ii)  The deviation between measured and 
modeled data is displayed. 
(iii)  Extracted parameters are listed. 
Assuming parameter correction program (soft key #3) has 
been depressed. 
4.  Insert data disk. 
a.  On prompt "DATA FILE NAME?" input file name 
(shorter gate length device). 
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On prompt "LENGTH OF SHORT DEVICE (meters)" 
input designed gate length of device. 
On prompt "DATA FILE NAME?" input file name 
(longer gate length device) 
(i) On prompt "FILES DO NOT MATCH" check file 
names and rerun program, 
(ii) If files are compatible no prompt appears. 
On prompt "LENGTH OF LARGER DEVICE (meters)" 
input designed gate length of device, 
(i) Curve of IDSl/IDS2 vs. IDS1-IDS2 ^  now 
displayed, 
(ii) On prompt "ENTER LOWER LIMIT OF CURVE" 
input minimum horizontal axis value to be 
used in linear least squares approximation, 
AL and RT are now calculated and displayed. 
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APPENDIX F 
XTRACTION PROGRAM LISTING 
XTRACTION, the driver program for linear region 
parameter extractions is listed in Figure F.l.  A 
summary of the program is given below. 
LINES 
From:   To: 
10   280 












Initialize flags, dimension arrays, 
and set up common memory spaces. 
Set of soft keys and 
(SIT) Wait in endless loop for soft- 
key interrupt. 
(RUNNER) Main parameter extraction 
code 
(FIX) Main parameter correction code. 
(DATADISK)  Load in previously taken 
data. 
(LINEAR)  Provide a linear least 
squares fit to data. 
(LIMITER)  Limit data array size. 
Subroutines for determining modeling 
parameters. 
Subroutines for determining plotting 
limits and labels. 
(PLOTR)  Generalized plotting sub- 
routine. 
(UNLIMIT)  Obtain measuring limits 
from data file. 




From:   To: 
7900 8380 
8390. 8720 
8730  8950 
EXPLANATION 
(PRINTO)  Print out extracted para- 
meters . 
Subroutines used to determine plotting 
limits and labels. 
(PRINT-FIX)  Print out parameter 
correction factors. 
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10 !               PARAMETER EXTRACTION PROGRAM 
20 !  
30 !THIS PROGRAM EXTRACTS DATA THROUGH LINEAR APPROXIMATIONS OF CONDUCTANCE 
40 IDATA TAKEN III THE LINEAR REGION OF MOS 1RHNSISTGRS. 
50 1PARAMEIERS EXTRACTED INCLUDE Vt, LanDda. Bo, AND Theta-s. 
60   !  - -  
70 I ALSO INCLUDED IS A METHOD OF EXTRACTING SERIES RESISTANCE AND THE 
80 [ACTUAL REDUCED GATE LENGTH. 
90 !  
100 !FIL£ NANE-"XTRACTOR" 
110 'LAST REVISION "03-03-83" 
120 \aaaeaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 
130 ! 
140 IMfllH PROGRAM 
150 ! 
160 OPTION  BASE   1 
170 INTEGER Nvd.Nvg.Nvb.Ntemp,Axes   flag.P ,N,Theta  flag.Hobil_flag 
180 DIM  Xxx<100> ,Yyy<100).Gains<4)7Limits<10).Gds<100).Vgs<100) 
190 DIM  M< 10>.B(10),Vw< 100) ,Vto<10),Xx<i0>,Iqv<1000 ,5),Nunbers<4> 
200 DIM FileS[30J.Ienp<6) 
210 COM Lam 
220 COM /Oxide/ Cox 
230 COM /Param/ Beta.Thet 
?40 COM /Flag/ Pass 
250 COM /Lengths/ LI ,L2 
260 COM /Limits/ Upper,Louer 
270 COM /Write/ PnntoSt6J 
280 ! 
290 Initi:         ! INITIALIZATION 
300 ! 
310 PnntoS-"SCREEN" 
320       ! - - 
330 !SET UP SOFTWARE KEYS 
340 ON KEY 0 LABEL "PRINT'-.DEVICE", 1 GOSUB KeyO < 
350 ON KEY 1 LABEL "EXTRACTION".', GOSUB Key! 
360 ON KEY 2 LABEL "STOP".1 GOSUB Key2 
370 ON KEY 3 LABEL "PARAMETER FIX". 1 GOSUB Key3 
380 ! -  
390 Sit:           ! 
400 PRINT TABXYl50,l):"PRINT DEVICE : ";PrintoS 
410 GOTO Sit 
420  ! -  — 
430 KeyO:          (PRINT DEVICE CHANGE 
440 XS-PrintoS 
450 IF XS-"PAPER " THEN PrintoS-"SCREEN" 
460 IF XS-"SCREEM" THEN PnntoS-"PAPER " 
470 RETURN 
480  ! -    
490 Keyl :          ISTART 
500 GOTO Runner 
510 RETURN 
520  ! -  
530 Key2:          !ST0P 
540 GOTO Sit 
550 RETURN 
560  ! -  
570 Key3:          IPARAMETER ADJUSTMENTS 
580 GOTO Fix 
590 RETURN 
600  ! -  
610 ! 
Plate F.l "XTRACTOR" Parameter Extraction Program 
116 
620 Runner: (START LOCATION FOR PARAMETER EXTRACTION 
630 ! 
640 GCLEAR 




690 Mobil flag-G 
700 GCLEAR 
710 CALL Datadisk(ModeS,DewI ceS.Numbers(«>.Gains(«).Liraits<-)■Igv(->,1> 
720 CALL Unl lmiHNodeS.Devices,numbers(-) .Gains(-) ,Limtts<>"> .Igv<-> .Axes flag) 
730 CALL Gd_vg(Igv(-> .Gds(-) ,Vg=<») ,M(-> ,B(-> ,WvO ,Axes_flag.N.P) 
740 CALL Lambda(Vto(->,Vvv<-),M(-> ,B(•),Pslb,Lam.Axes flag.H) 
750 CALL Theta(Igv<«>,Gds(->,Vgs<»>,M( •• > , B(-> . Vto( « > , Vvv(-;.Psib.Axes flag.N.P 
) 
760 CALL Mobil ity<Igv(-).Gds(->.Vgs(-> ,M(->,8(->,Vto(-) , Vw(« ) .Psib,Axes_flag, 
N.P) 




810 Fix: iSTART LOCATION FOR PARAMETER CORRECTIONS 
820 ! 
830 GCLEAR 
840 PRINT CHRSU2) 
850 Axes_flag-I 
860 N-1 
870 CALL Datadisk(ModeS.Devices,Numbers<•).Gains(»>,Limlts(•).Igv(-),!) 
880 CALL Unlimi t (ModeS. Devices .Numbers - > ,Gains(-),LImits(») ,Igv<») ,Axes_f lag) 
390 CALL Unpack(Igv(-),Vgs(•),Gds(->,Vvv(-),N> 
900 Nvg-Numbers(2) 
910 ! 
920 FOR 1-1 TO 4 
930      Temp(I)-Limits(IK ; 
940 NEXT I 
950 ! 
960 FOR 1-1 TO 2 
970       Temp(I+4)-Numbers(I> 
980 NEXT I 
990 ! 
1000 INPUT "LENGTH OF SHORT DEVICE (meters)".LI   !INPUT SMALLER DEVICE 
1010 Yold-0 
1020 ! 
1030 FOR J-1 TO Nvg 
1040     Yyy(J)-(YoId+Gds(J))»Vgs(J> 
1050      Xxx(J>-Yyy(J> 
1060     Yold-Yold*Gds(J> 
1070 NEXT J 
1080 ! 
1090 CALL Datadisk(ModeS.Devices.Numbers(->.Gains<*>.Limits(«),Igv(«),1) 
1 100 CALL Unlimit(HodeS.Devices,Numbers(->,Gains<-).Limits(•),Igv(»),Axes_flag) 
1110 CALL Unpack(Igv<-),Vgs(»),Gds(«),Vw(->,N) 
1120 ! 
1130 FOR 1-1 TO 4 
1140     IF TempfDOLimitsd) THEM 
1150        PRINT "FILES DO NOT MATCH" 
1160        GOTO Sit 
1170     END IF 
1180 NEXT I 
1190 ! 
1200 FOR 1-1 TO 2 
117 
1210     IF Temp<I*4K>NunbersU> THEN 
1220        PRINT "FILES DO NOT MATCH" 
1230        GOTO Sit 
1240     END IF 
1250 NEXT I 





1320 FOR J-1 TO Nvg 
1330   IF <Yold*Gds<J)>«VgsU)-0 THEN 
1340     K-K-1 
1350     Mn-Nn-1 
I3G0     GOTO 1420 
1370   ELSE 
1380     Yyy<K>-Yyy<J>/<<Yold+Gds<J)>-Vgs<J>> 
1390     Xxx<K>-Xxx<J)-<<Yold+Gds<J)>»Vgs<J>> 
1400     Yold-Yold+GdsU) 
1410   END IF 
1420     K-K+l 
1430 NEXT J 
•'1440 ! 
1450 Nvg-Nn 
14G0 CALL Plot fix(Xxx<-).Yyy<»>.Nvg,Axes flaa) 
1470 INPUT "ENTER LOWER LIMIT OF CURVE".Lcuer" 
1480 Upper-1.0 
1490 Pass-1 
1500 CALL Limlter<Xxx(-),Yyy(->,«(•).B<«>,Vgsmln,Vgsmax,Vbsnax.Nvg.Nvb,fixes fla 
9.1-P) 
1510 CALL Linear(Yyy(-).Xxx<«).«<*>,B(»>.P,N) 
1520 CALL Plot_fix2<H(").B<-),Pxes_fiag) 





1580 !   LOAD DATA FROM DISK 
1590 1 
IS00 SUB Datadisk<HodeS,Devices,Numbers<»).Gains<->,Lin)its<»).Igvs<»>,INTEGER L 
oad„flag) 
1610 OPTION BASE I 
1520 COM /Record/ FileS1301,LorrS!301 
1S30 INPUT "DATA FILE NAME?".FileS 
1640 INPUT "LEFT OR RIGHT HAND DRIVE?".LorrS 
1650 ! 
1660 IF LorrS-"L" THEN 
1670       FileS-FileSa":INTERNAL.4.1" 
1680 ELSE 
1690       FileS-FiUS4":INTERNAL.4,0" 
1700 END IF 
1710 ! 
1720 ASSIGN  '?File  TO FiU:;FORMAT OFF 
1730 ENTER  SFi le;ModeS .Devices,Nujnbers<») ,Gains<-> ,Liiruts<") ,Igvs(-> 
1740 ! 
1750 IF ModeS-"CURVE-TRACER" OR ModeS-"DIFFERENTIAL"  THEN 
1760' PRINT  "FILE NOT APPLICABLE"      ' 
1770 GOTO   1630 
1780 END  IF 
118 
1790 ! 




1840 !  LINEAR LEAST SQUARE METHOD 
1850 ! 
I860 SUB LlnearCREAL Y<-> ,X(->,M<*>,B<->.INTEGER P,N> 
1870 OPTION BASE 1 






1900 FOR J-l TO P 
1950 Sx-SxtX<J> 
•1960 Sy-Sy+Y<J> . 
1970 Sxx-Sxx+X(J)"2 
1980 Sxy-Sxy+X<J)-Y<J> 
1990 NEXT J 
2000 IF Sxx-(Sx'2/P>-0 THEN 








2090 !  LIMIT ARRAY SIZE 
2100 ! 
2110 SUB LimiterCREAL Yy<-> ,XxX-> ,M<« > ,B<-> .Vgsm'in.Vgsmax .Vbsmax .INTEGER Nvg.Nv 
b,Axes_flaq,N,P> -. ■ s 
2120 OPTION BASE 1 
2130 COM /Limits/ Upper,Louer 
2110 COM /Flag/ Pass 




2190 IF N>1 OR Pass-1 THEN GOTO 2220 
2200 INPUT "ENTER UPPER LIMIT OF CURVE",Upper 
2210 INPUT "ENTER LOWER LIMIT OF CURVE".Louer 
2220 1-0 
2230 ! 
2210 FOR J-1 TO Nvg 
2250     I-I+1 
2260     IF YyUXUpper AND Yy<J>>Louer THEN 
2270        Yy<I)-Yy(J) 
2280       Xx<I)-XxU> 
2290     ELSE 
2300        I-I-1 
2310     END IF 







SET LIMITS TO TRIM ARRAY 
OBTAIN THRESHOLD VOLTAGES 
119 
2390 !                                            '     . 
2400 SUB Gd vg(REAL IgvO ,Gds<-> .Vgs<«> ,M(-> ,B<-> .V</v<-> .INTEGER Axes_flag.N.P 
) 
2410 OPTION BASE 1 
2420 COM /Packing/ Vdsmin.Vdsmax,Vqsmin,Vgsmax.Vbsmin,Vbsmax,Idsmin.Idsmax.Gdem 
in.Gdsmax.INTEGER Nvd.Nwq.Nvb.Nt lines 
2430 COM /Divide/ INTEGER Dbz_flag 
2440 CON /Param/ Beta.Thet 
2450 COM /Write/ PnntoS(6] 
24G0 INTEGER Nnn 
2470 Clip_flag-0 
2480 ! 
2490 FOR N-t TO Ntimes 
2500 CALL Unpack<Iqv(«>,Vgs<»>,Gds(->,Vw<->,N> 
2510 CALL PlotdataiGds(-),Vgs<»> .«<«■) ,8<->,P .Nnn,Axes_flag,N) 
2520 Axes flag-0 
2530 CALL Limiter<Gds<O,Vgs<-> ,»(') ,B(•),Vgsmin,Vgsmax,Vbsmax,Nvg,Nub,Axes 
_flag,N,P) 
2540 IF P-0 THEN 
2550 IF Clip flag-0 THEN Ntimes-N-1 
25S0 Clip_flag-1 
2570 GOTO 2680 
2580 END IF 
•2590 CALL Linear(Gds(«) ,'Ajs(- > ,M(-> ,B< •> ,P,N) 
2600 IF N-1 THEN Beta-M<1) 
2SI0 IF Dbi_riag-1 THEM 
2B20 Ntlmes-N-1                               .         * 
2630 Dbz_flag-0 
2640 GOTO 2710 
2650 ELSE 
2660 CALL Plotgv(Gds<«) ,Vgs<-> ,M<«) ,B<«>.P.Nnn,Axes_flag,N> 
2670 END IF 
2680 NEXT N 
2690 ! 
2700 IF Printo5-"PAPER " THEM DUMP GRAPHICS 
2710 SUBEMD 
2720 ! aaaaaaaagaaanMataaataiiaaanaataaaaaitaagiiaaiiaaaacaasaaaaaartrttsaat'taaaa** 
2730 ! 
2740 !  OBTAIN LAMBDA 
2750 ! 
2760 SUB LambdaCREAL Vtof; ,Xx<-) ,I1<«) .B<-> .Psib.Lan, INTEGER Axes_flag,N> 
2770 OPTION BASE 1 
2780 DIM Boo(20) 
2790 COM /Packing/ Vdsnun.Vdsmax .Vgsm in, Vgsmax .Vbsm in, Vbsmax , Idsmin, Idsmax .Gdsm 
in.Gdsmax,INTEGER Nvd.Nvg.Nvb,Ntimes 
2800 COM /Dimen/ L.W.Cox 
2810 COM /Doping/ Nd 
2820 COM /Write/ PnntoS(6) 
2830 ! 
2840 FOR N-1 TO Ntimes 
2850 Vto<N>--B<N>/N<N> 
2860 NEXT N 
2870 ! 
2880 INPUT "INITIAL Nd '.".-.LUE <cm"-3)".Nd 
2890 INPUT "INITIAL C-ox <F/cm-2>",Cox 
2900 ! 
2910 Conditions:                   (NEEDED DEFINITIONS 





29G0 FOR M-l TO Nvb 
2970     Boo<N)-<<ABS(Xx<N>>*2-PsibK.S-<2"Psib> \5> 
2980 NEXT H 
2990 ! 
3000 N-1 
30)0 COLL Llnear<Vto(-),Boo<->,MC«> .B(«).Ntimes.N) 
3020 Lam-M(l) 
3030 Nd_eff-(Lam-Cox>~2/<2-II.4-8.35E-I4-1.6E-I9) 
3040 IF Nd_eff*0 THEN GOTO 3120 
3050 IF ABS<(Nd_?ff-Nd>/Nd effX-.OOl THEN 
3060    Nd-Nd off        " 
3070    GOTO 3120 
3080 ELSE 
3090    Nd-Nd erf 
3100    GOTO 2910 
3110 END IF 
3120 CALL Plotr<Boo<-),Vto<»>.0.<(Vbsmax+2«Psib>-.5-(2«Psib)*.5)I0.5,1,Ntiiiies," 
<Vb+2*Psib>".5-<2-Psib>-.5"."Vt"."LAMBDA"," "."LIN"."LIN","0") 
3130 CALL Plotlam<Xx(«),M<->,B<-),Vbsrnax.Psib,Lam,Nvb.Axes_flag.N) 
3140 ! 
3150 WAIT 2.0 





3210 I  OBTAIN THETft AND BETAo 
3220 ! 
3230 SUB ThetaCREAL Igv(-) ,Gds<- > ,Ugs(«) ,M<«) ,B<-> ,Vto(«) .Vw<-> ,Psib,INTEGER A 
xes_rjaq,N.P> 
3240 OPTION BASE I 
3250 INTEGER Mnn .. \ 
3260 DIM Yy(IOO).XxtlOO) 
3270 COM /Packing/ Vdsnun.Vdsnax,Vgsmin,Vgsmax,Vbsnin,Vbsmax,Idsmin, Idsmax .Gdsra 
ln.Gdsmax,INTEGER Nvd.Nwg.Nwb.Ntimes 
3230 COM /Param/ Beta.Thet 
3290 COM /Limits/ Upper.Lower 
3300 COM /Flag/ Pass 
3310 COM /Write/ PrintoSl6J 
3320 COM /Bound/ High 




3370 FOR N-l TO Ht lines 
3380     CALL Unpacx(Igv<->.Vgs<->,Gds<->.Vvv(-),N) 
3390     Nnn-0 
3400     ! 
3410     FOR J-1 TO Nvg 




3460        END IF 
3470     NEXT J 
3480     ! 
3490     High-Yy<Nnn> 
3500     CALL Plotr(Xx<-).Yy(-),0,10,0.Hiah.Axos_flaq.Nnn,"Vg-Vt*2xLAM<yb->-2xPSI 
b>-.5","<Vg-Vt>/Gdo","BETA 4 THETA"," ","LlM","LIN","0"> 
3510     Nnn-100 
121 
3520     fixes f!ag-0 
3530     IF N-K THEN " 
. .5540       GOTO 3590 
3550     ELSE 
35C0       GOTO 3840 
3570     END IF 
3580     ! 
3590     !  SET LIMITS TO TRIM ARRAY 
3600     ! 
3610     Upper'20.0 
3620     INPUT "IS CURVE SATISFACTORY?".Ar.sr-S 
3630     IF AnsrS-"MO" OR AnsrS-"N" THEN 
3610       INPUT "INPUT CURVE NUMBER",K 
3650       GOTO 3840 
3660     END IF 
3670     INPUT "ENTER LOWER LIMIT OF CURVE",Lower 
3680     IF LouorMS OR Louer<0 THEM 
36S0       Louer-Vgs(K)+Vto<K)^2-Lam»S0R<Vw(N>+2-Psib> 
3700     END IF 
3710     Pass-I 
3720     CALL Limiter(Xx<->.Yy(•),M(->,B<->,Vgsmin.Vgsnax,Vbsroax.Nvg.Nvb,Axes_F 
lag.N.P) 
3730     Temp-I/Beta 
••3740     CALL Linear<Yy<•>,Xx<-),M<->,B<->,P,N) 
3750     Beta-1/B(K) 
3760     INPUT "00 YOU UISH A CORRETED BETA?",AnsrS 
3770     IF AnsrS-"N" OR AnsrS-"N0" THEN 
3780       Thet-M<K>-Beta 
3790     ELSE 
3800       INPUT "ENTER SERIES RESISTANCE",Rt 
3810        Thet-H(KJ-Beta-Rt-Beta 
3820     END IF 
3830     CALL Plottheta(Yy(-),Xx<«>,M<->,B(»),Vto(-> ,Vw<»>,Lara,Psib.Nnn.O.N) 
3840 NEXT N 
3850 ! 
3860 INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO ENTER THETA S?",AnsrS 
3870 IF AnsrS-"Y" OR AnsrS-"YES" THEM 
3880    INPUT "ENTER THETA s (I/Volts>",Thet 
3890    Beta-1/Temp 
3900 END IF 
3910 ! 
3920 IF PrlntoS-"PAPER " THEN DUMP GRAPHICS 





3980 !  OBTAIN MEASURED AND MODELED HOBILITY 
3990 ! 
4000 SUB Mobility(REAL Igv<->.Gds(-),Vgs<-> .M<«> ,B<«> ,Vto<»>,Vvv<->.Psib,INTEGE 
R Axes_flaa.N.P) 
4010 OPTION BASE 1 
4020 INTEGER Nnn 
4030 DIM Yy(IOO) ,Xx< 100v 1odeled<100).MeasuredC100).Deviation(100) 
4040 COM  /Pacl.tng/  Vdsitun. Vdsmax , Vgsmin .Vasmax ,Vbsmm ,Vbsmax , Idsm in, Idsmax .Gdsrn 
In.Gdsmax,INTEGER Nvd.Nvg.Nvb.Ntimes 
4050 COM  /Dimen/  L.W.Cox 
4060 COM Lara 
4070 COM /Write/ Printo3(6] 
4080 COM /Param/ Beta,Thet 
4090 COM /Bound/ High 
122 
4100  ttxes_fiag-1 
4110  ! 
4120  FOR N-l TO Ntlmes 
4130     CALL UnpacMIgv<«>,Vqs<«>,Gds<»>,Vvv<«),N) 
4140     ! SET LENGTH (HID WIDTH 
4150     IF M>1 THEM GOTO 4170 
4160     INPUT "LENGTH.HIDTH <um)",L,W 
4170     Muo-Beta-L/<W"Cox> 
4180     High-Muo 
4190     ! 
4200     FOR J-1 TO Nvg 
4210       • Xx<J)-V'gs(J) 
4220 Yy(J)-Muo/<1i-Thet-(Vgs(J>-v,to(N>+2«Lam»SQR(v,vv<N)+2»Psib)>) 
4230 Modeled<J)-Yy(J) 
4240     NEXT J 
4250     ! 
42G0     CALL Plotmobi KYy(-> ,Xx(-) ,M<-> .B(-) .Vgsmax .Vbs.P.Nvg, fixes flag.N) 
4270     Axes_flag-0 
4230     ! 
4290     FOR J-1 TO Nvg 
4300        . Xx<J)-vgs<J> 
4310 Yy<J)-Gds(J>/<Cox-W/L«<v-gs(J)-vto<N>)> 
4320 Measured<J)-Yy<J> 
,4330     NEXT J 
4340     ! 
4350     Nnn-Mvg 
4360     CALL Plotmobi1<Yy<->,Xx<«>,H<->,B<->.vgsmax.vbs,P,Nnn.Axes.flag.N) 
4370 NEXT N 
4300  ! 
4390 WAIT 2.0 
4400     IF PrmtoS-"PAPER "   THEN DUMP GRAPHICS 
4410    GCLEAR 
4420     Axes_flag-1 
4430     ! 
4440    FOR N-1   TO Ntimes 
4450 H-1 
4460 ! 
4470 FOR J-1   TO Nvg 
4480 IF Measured<J>-0 OR Xx<JX-vto<N> THEN 






4550 END IF 
4560     NEXT J 
4570     ! 
4580     Nnn-H 
4590     CALL Plotr(Xx(-).Devi ation<«>,vgsroin,vgsmax,-10.0,M0.0,Axes_flag,Nnn, 
"Vgs (volts)"."7. DEVIATION","ERROR"," ","LIN" ,"LIN"."LINE") 
4600     Axes flag-0 
4610  NEXT N 
4620  ! 
4630 WAIT 2.0 





4690 SET PLOTTING LIMITS AND LABELS 
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1700 ! 
4710 SUB Plotgv<REAL Gds<->.vgs(■),M<«),B(->,INTEGER  P.Nnn,Axos_flag.N> 
4720 OPTION BASE   1 
4730 DIM Xxx<IU0>,Yyy<100) 
4740 DIM  TUleS(40J,XlabelSt40],YlabelS[401 
4750 COM  /Packmq/  Vdsnun.Vdsmax , Vgsmi n.Vosmax .Vbsnun, Vbsmax .Idsmin, Idsmax ,Gdsm 





'4800 XlabelS-"VGS  <V>" 
4810 YlabelS-"CDS  (mho)" 




48G0 FOR L-l   TO   100 
4870 Xxx<L)-ABS<Vgsmax-L/100> 
4880 Yyy(L)-M(N)-Xxx(L)+S<N) 
4890 NEXT L 
4900 ! 
4910 CALL  Plotr(Xxx(->,Yyy<->.Xirun,Xnax.Ynun,Ymax,Axes   flag.Nnn,XlabelS,YlabelS 




4950 !   SET PLOTTING LIMITS AND LABELS 
4960 ! 
4970 SUB PlotlanfREAL Xx<»>,M<»),B(-).Vbsmax.Psib.Lam.INTEGER Nvb.Axes flag.M) 
4980 OPTION BASE I 
4990 DIM Xxx(IOO).Yyy<100) 
5000 DIM TitleS[40J,XlabelS[40.].YlabelS{40] 











5120 FOR L-1 TO Nnn 
5130     Xxx<L>-<<Vbsmax-<L-1)/100+2-Psib>-.5-<2-Psib>-.5> 
5140     Yyy<L)-M(N)»Xxx(L)+B<N> 
5150 NEXT L 
5160 ! 
5170 CALL Plotr<Xxx<-).Yyy<«).Xmin.Xmax,Ymin,Ymax,Axes_flag,Nnn,XlabelS,YlabelS 




5210 !   SET PILOTTING LIMITS AND LABELS 
5220 ! 
5230 SUB Plottheta(R£AL Yy<- ) ,Xx(«) ,M(«) ,B<»> .Vto(-) ,Vw(->, Lam, Pslb, INTEGER Nn 
n,Axes_flag.N) 
5240 OPTION BASE 1 
5250 DIM Xxx(100),Yyy(100) 
124 
333333333333333333333333333333333*33333333333333333333*33333333333333333 
SET PLOTTING LIMITS AND LABELS 
5260 DIM XlabelSt40].Ylabel3f40J,TttleS(40] 
5270 COM /Bound/ High 








5350 TlUeS-"BETA A  THETA" 
53G0 Nnn-100 
5370 ! 
5330 FOR L-l   TO Nnn 
5390 Xxx<L)-(Vgsmax-L/Nnn-Vto<N>>+2-Lam-SQR<Vvv<N>-»Pslb-2> 
5400 Yyy<L>-<M(N)»Xxx<L>+B(N>> 
5110 NEXT L 
5420 ! 
5130 CALL Plotr<Xxx<»>,Yyy<«>.Xmin.X,nax,Ymin,Ymax,Axes_flag,Nnn.XlabeiS,YlabelS 






5490 SUB  PlotraobiKREAL  Yy («>,Xx<»>,M<").3<-:.Vgsmax.Vbs.INTEGER  P,Nnn,Axes_fla 
g.N) 
5500 OPTION BASE 1 
5510 COM /Bound/ High 







5590 TltleS-"u VS. Vgs" 





5640 !   SET PLOTTING LIMITS AND LABELS 
5G50 ! 
5660 SUB Plotdata(REAL GdsC) ,Vgs<«> ,M<«) .B(->, INTEGER P,Nnn,Axes_flag,N> 
5670 OPTION BASE 1 
5680 COM /Packing/ Vdsmin.Vdsmax,Vgsmin.Vgsnax, Vbsmin,Vbsmax,Idsraln,Idsmax.Gdsm 





5730 XlabelS-"VGS (V>" 
5740 YlabelS-"CDS (mho)"v 
5750 Title5-"Gds VS Vgs" 
5760 Nnn-Nvg 
5770 CALL Plotr(Vgs<->,Gds<">.Xmln.Xmax.Ymin,Ymax,Axes_flag,Nnn,XlabelS,Ylabels 
,Ti tleS.DeviceS , "LIN","LIN"."0"> 
5780 SUBEND 5790 \3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
5800 I 
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5810 I  GENERAL PLOTTING PROGRAM 
5820 ! 
5830 SUB Plotr<X<«>,Y<*>.XI.X2.Y1.Y2,INTEGER fixes flag.Hpts.XlabS,YlabS.TltS.Dev 
S.XS.YS,Line's) ~ ' 
5840 OPTION BASE 1 
5850 GRAPHICS ON 
58G0 DEG 
5870 T,/per:!_  
5880 DIM HonzdOO) .VertiOOO) 
5890 IF X3-"LIN" THEN 
5900     IF■ X2O0 THEN Mm-10 INT(LGT<ABS(X2>>> 
5910     IF X2-0 THEN Mn-0 
5920     IF XIOO THEN Pp- IO"INT(LGT<flSS(XI )) > 
5930     IF XI-0 THEN Pp-0 
5940     IF Pp>Mn THEN Mm-Pp 
5950     IF Hn-0 THEN Mm-I 
5960     Xmin-INT<X1/Mm)*Mm 
5970     Pp-INT<X2/Mm) 
5980     Xmax-<Ppt<X2><Pp-Mm)))»Min 
5990     IF Xmax-Xmin THEN Xmax-Xnun+I 
5000     FOR J-1 TO Npts 
GOI0      Horiz(J)-X<J) 
G020      NEXT J 
G030     END IF 
6040 IF XS-"L0G" THEN 
6050     IF Xl>0 THEN Xmin-INT(LGT(XI)> 
GOGO     IF XK-0 THEN Xmin-INT<LGT<ABS<X2>/10>> 
6070     IF X2>0 THEN Mm-LGT(X2) 
G080     IF X2<-0 THEN Hm-LGT(ABS<X2)> 
6090     Xmax-INT(Mm>+<Mm>INT<Mm)> 
6100     FOR J-1 TO Npts 
6110      Honz(J>-LGT<X<J>> 
6120      NEXT J 
6130     END IF 
6140 IF YS-"LIN" THEN 
6150     IF Y2O0 THEN Mm- I 0 " INT(LGT(ABS( Y2) >) 
6160     IF Y2-0 THEN Mn-0 
GI70     IF Y1O0 THEN Pp-IO*INT<LGT<ABS<Y1>>> 
6180     IF Y1-0 THEN Pp-0 
6190     IF Pp>Mm THEN Mn-Pp 
6200     IF Mm-0 THEM Mn-1 
6210     Ymin-INT<YI/Mn)-Mm 
6220     Pp-INT(Y2/Mm)-Mm 
6230     Ymax-PpMY2>Pp)-Mm 
6240     IF Ymax-Ymin THEN Ymax-Ymin+1 
6250     FOR J-1 TO Npts 
6260      VertKJ)-Y(J) 
6270      NEXT J 
'6280     END IF 
6290 IF YS-"LOG" THEN 
6300     IF Y1>0 THEN Ymin-INT(LGT<Yn) 
6310     IF YK-0 THEN Yrun-INT(LGT(ABS< Y2)/I0)) 
6320     IF Y2>0 THEN Mm-LGT(Y2) 
6330     IF Y2<-0 THEN M-->.GT(ABS<Y2>) 
6340     Ymax-INT(Mm>+<Mm>INT<Hn>> 
6350     FOR J-1 TO Npts 
6360      Verti<J>-LGT<Y<J>> 
6370      NEXT J 
6380     END IF 
6390 IF Axes flag-0 THEN GOTO Plotpts 
6400 GCLEAR 
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6410 Plotuindou:!  
6420 Px-(Xmax-Xmln>/8 
6430 Dy-(Ymax-Ymin>/5 
6440  Left-Xnun-Dx 
6450  Right-Xmax+Dx/3 
6460  Top-Ymax+Dy/3 
6470  F.ottom-Ymin-Dy 
6480  WINDOW Lef t.Right.Bottom,Top 




6530 LINE TYPE I                             ! DRAW AXES 
6540 AXES Xtic.YtlcXmin.Ymln.lO.IO.S 
6550 CLIP OFF 
6560 LINE TYPE 4                            ! DRAW GRID 
6570 IF XS-"L'IN" THEN 
6580 Mm-Xtic-10 
6590 FOR J-Xmin+Mm TO Xmax+Mm STEP Mm 
6600 PENUP 
6610 MOVE J.Ymin 
6620 DRAM J.Yroax 
6630 NEXT J 
•6640 END IF 
6650 IF XS--L0G" THEN 
6660 FOR I-Xmin TO Xmax 
6670 FOR J-l TO 9 
•6680 Over-I.GT(J> + I 
6690 MOVE Over.Ymm 
6700 DRAW Over.Ymax 
6710 NEXT J 
6720 NEXT I 
6730 END IF 
6740 IF YS--LIN" THEN 
6750 Hm-Ytic-10 
6760 FOR J-Ymin*Mm TO Ymax+Mn STEP Mm 
6770 PENUP 
6780 MOVE Xmm.J 
6790 DRAW Xmax.J 
6800 NEXT J 
6810 END IF 
6820 IF YS-"L0G" THEN 
6830 FOR I-Ynln TO Yraax 
6840 FOR J-l TO 9 
6850 Up-LGT(J)+I 
6860 MOVE Xmin.Up 
6870 DRAW Xmax,Up 
6880 NEXT J 
6890 NEXT I 
6900 END IF 
6910 Scaleaxes:!_  
6920 CSIZE 3 
6930 LINE TYPE 1 
6940 Hm-Xtic-10 
6950 FOR J-Xmin TO Xmax+Mm STEP Mm 
6960 MOVE J.Ymin 
6970 LDIR 90 
6980 LORG 8 
6990 IF XS-"LIN" THEN Mm-J 
7000 IF XS-"LOG" THEN Mm-10"J 
7010 LABEL USING "MUE":Mm 
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7020 NEXT J 
7030 Mn-Ytic-!0 
7010 FOR J-Ymin TO YmaxtMm STEP Mm 
7050 MOVE Xmin.J 
7060 LDIR 0 
7070 LORG 8 
7080 IF Y3-"LIN" THEN Mm-J 
7090 IF YS--L0G" THEN Nm-10"J 
7100 LABEL USING "NDE,,iMm 
7110 NEXT J 
7120 Titles:!  
7130 CSIZt 5 
7110 MOVE <Xmax+Xnitn>/2,Bottom 
7150 LDIR 0 
71 GO LCIRG 4 
7170 LABEL XlabS 
7180 MOVE Left, (Yntax + Ymin>/2 
7190 LDIR 90 
7200 LORG S 
7210 LABEL YlabS 
7220 MOVE <Xmax»Xnun)/2,Yraax 
7230 LDIR 0 
7240 LORG 4 
"7250 LABEL Tits 
72S0 MOVE <Xmax+Xmin>/2,Ymax 
7270 LDIR 0 
7280 LORG 3 
7290 LABEL DevS 
7300 Plotpts:!  
7310 CLIP ON 
7320 LDIR 0 
7330 LINE TYPE 1 
7340 Plotflag-0 
7350 PENUP 
73G0 FOR J-1 TO Npts 
7370 IF Plotflag-1 AND Llne3-"LINE" THEN 
7380 DRAW HoriJ(J).Verti<J) 
7390 END IF 
7400 IF Plotflag-0  THEN 
7410 Plotflag-1 
7420 MOVE  Horw(J).Verti<J> 
7430 END  IF 
7440 IF LlneSOTINE" THEN 
7450 MOVE Horiz(J),Verti<J) 
7460 CSIZE 2 
7470 LDIR 0 
7480 LORG 5 
7490 LABEL Lines 
7500 END IF 






7570 SUB UnlimiUModeS.Devices.Numbers(-).Gains(-) .Linu ts<»>, Igv<»>, INTEGER Axe 
s_flag) 
7580 OPTION BASE 1 
7590 COM /Packing/ Vdsnun,Vdsmax,Vgsmin,Vgsmax,Vbsmin,Vbsmax,Idsmin,Idsmax, Gdsm 
In,Gdsmax,INTEGER Nvd,Nvg.Nvb,Ntimes 



















7770 !  OBTAIN Gds. Vgs, AND Vbs FROM DATA FILE 
7780 ! 
7790 SUB Unoaclc<Igv<«>,vgsC->.Gds<«>,Vw<->, INTEGER N> 
7800 COM /Packing/ Vdsmin . Vdsmax , Vgsm in , Vgsmax , Vbsmin , Vbsmax . Idsmln, Idsnax .Gdsmi 
n.Gdsmax,INTEGER Nvd.Nvg.Nvb.Ntimes 
7810 ! 
7820 FOR J-1 TO Nvg 
7830 Ind-Nvg-(N-1)+J 
7810 Vgs<J)-ABS(Igv< Ind,2>> 
7850 Gds<J>-ABS(Igv<Ind.5>) 
7860 Vvv(N>-flBS(Igv(Ind.3)> 




7910 !                                    ' 
7920 !  PRINT EXTRACTED PARAMETERS            ; 
7930 ! 
7910 SUB Printo(DeviceS,Vto<-),Psib> 
7950 COM Lam 
7960 COM /Parara/ Beta.Thet 
7970 COM /Dimen/ L.H.Cox 
7980 COM /Doping/ Nd 
7950 COM /Record/ Fi leSI30].LorrSt30] 
8000 COM /Write/ PrmtoSt6J 
8010 GCLEAR 
8020 ! Find flat band voltage 
8030 Vfb-ABS<Vto<1>-2-Psib-Lam-SQR<2«Psib)> 
8010 ! Find bulk mobility value 
8050  ! --  










8160 END IF 
8170 Uo-Umin+(Umax-Umin>/((l + (Nd/Mr«!f>)'Gamma) 
8180 IF PrintoS-"PAPER " THEN PRINTER IS 701 
8190 PRINT "- - - - " 
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8200 PRINT "FILE NAME -   ".FileS 
8210 PRINT "DEVICES NAME • ".Devices 
8220 PRINT " - » 
8230 PRINT "IN ABSOLUTE VALUES" 
8240 PRINT "LENGTH   - ".L. TAB<50>."Micrometers" 
8250 PRINT "WIDTH    - ",W,TAB<50>."Micrometers" 
8260 PRINT "Cox      ■ ",Cox.TAB<50>."Farads/cm'2" 
8270 PRINT "Nd       - ",Nd.TAB(50>,"1/cm 3" 
8280 PRINT "LAMBDA   - " .Lam. TAB<50> ,"V 1/2" 
8290 PRINT "Beta     ■ " .Beta, TA6<50> ,"ufi/V2" 
8300 PRINT "Theta s  - ".Thet,TAB(50),"I/Volts" 
8310 PRINT "PHI      - ",2-Pslb,TAB<50>."Volts" 
8320 PRINT "Vfb      - ",Vfb,rAB<50>."Volts" 
8330 PRINT "Vto      - ",Vto<1>,TAB(50>."Volts" 
8310 PRINT "Uo       - ",Uo.TAB(50>."cm~2/<V-sec>" 
8350 PRINT " -  
83S0 PRINTER IS 1 




8110 !  SET PLOTTING LIMITS AND LABELS 
8420 ! 
8430 SUB Plot_fix(REAL Xxx<«>.Yyy<->.INTEGER Nnn.Axes flag) 
8440 OPTION BASE 1 ~ 
8450 COM /Packing/ Vdr.min.Vdsmax.Vqsmin,Vgsmax,Vbsmin,Vbsmax,Idsnun,Idsmax.Gdsm 
In.Gdsnax, INTEGER Nvd.Mvg.Nvb,Ntimes 





8510 TitleS-"DELTA L AND Rt" .. 
8520 Devices-" " 
8530 CALL Plotr(Xxx(»>.Yyy(•>.0,Idiff,0,Iratio.Axes_flag,Nnn.Xlabels,YlabelS,Ti 







8600 SUB Plot fix2<REAL M<-> .B<«> , INTEGER Axes_flag> 
8610 OPTION BASE 1 
8620 DIM Xxx(l00),Yyy<100) 
8630 COM /Packing/ Vdsmin,Vdsmax .Vgsmin,Vgsmax,Vbsmin,Vbsmax.Idsroin,Idsmax,Gdsm 
i n. Gdstnax .INTEGER Nvd. N vg , N vb . N11 mes 
8640 COM /Adjust/ Iratio.Idiff 
8650 ! 
8660 FOR 1-1 TO 100 
8670     Xxx(I)-Idiff/100«I 
8680     Yyy<I)-M<1)-Xxx<I)+B<1> 
8690 NEXT I 
8700 ! • -.-.. 









SET PLOTTING LIMITS AND LABELS 
8770 SUB Prlnt_fix<M<->.B<«>> 
8780 OPTION BASE 1 
8790 COM /Lengths/ LI,L2 
8800 COM /Packing/ Vdsrun , Vdsmax .Vgsnin , Vgsmax .Vbsmin, Vbsmax , Idsmin, Idsmax .Gdsm 
i n, Gdsmax .INTEGER Nvd.N«q, Nub.II11 roes 
8810 COM /Write/ PrmtoSI6) 
8820 Delta 1-<L1-B<1>-L2>/<B<1>-1) 
8830 Rt--M(l)/B(l) 
8840 IF PrmtoS-"PAPER  "   THEM PRINTER   IS  701 
8850 PRINT  " - - - " 
88S0 PRINT "THE PARAMETER CORRECTION FACTORS ARE:" 
8870 PRINT "Delta L - ".Delta 1 , TflBcSO). "Meters" 
8830 PRINT "Rt - Rs+Rd - ",Rt7rA8<50>,"0HMS" 
8890 PRINT " - •• 
8900 PRINT "LI - ".Ll-Oolta_l,TAB<50>."Meters" 
8910 PRINT "L2 - ",L2-Delta_l.TAB<50>."Meters" 
8920 PRINT " -  " 
8930 ! 
8900 PRINTER IS I 





The following curves were taken using the IGV 
measurements technique described in Appendix B.  The 
devices measured were those from an array of CMOS meta- 
gate transistors with constant designed widths and 
different lengths.  The measurement parameters are 
listed in Tables G.l and G.2.  Device names give 
channel type, and designed width and length.  For 
example, N50x26 is an N-channel transistor with a 
(designed) 50 ym wide by 26 ym long gate. 
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Table G.l  ID vs VDS Measurement Parameters 
Figure Device Name VBS- (V) 
-GSmin (V) 
-GSmax- CV) ^GS step-^- 
G.la P26x50 0 
-4. 0 
-9.5 .5 
G.2a P50x50 0 
-4. 5 
-9.5 .5 
G.3a Pl00x50 0 
-5 
-9.5 .5 
G.4a N26x50 0 2 7.5 .5 
M 
G.5a N50x50 0 2 9 .5 
G.6a Nl00x50 0 3 7.5 .5 
Table G.2  gjso vs VpS Measurement Parameters 
Figure Device Name VDS(V) -BSmin (V) -BSmax (V) VBSstep<V> 
G.lb P26x50 .01 0 4.5 .5 
G.2b P50x50 .01 0 4.5 .5 
G.3b Pl00x50 .01 0 •- 4.5 .5 
G.4b N26x50 .01 0 -4.5 -.5 
G.5b N50x50 .01 0 -4.5 -.5 
G.6b Nl00x5- .01 0 -4.5 -.5 
G.6b Nl00x50 .01 0 -4.5 -.5 
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Figure G.1 P50X26 Data 
(a) I-V 
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